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DEDICATION
The 1996 annual town report is dedicated to:
Walter Smith
We recognize the many years ofunstinting service ofthe Town Of
Dunbarton. Walter has served Dunbarton in many capacities including
Selectman, Auditor, Election Official and Police Officer. Walter also has
spent countless hours on volunteer andgood Samaritan projects. He was
responsiblefor the chartering ofLegion Post #116 here in Dunbarton and
has served the Legion in a variety of district and state positions and now is
the State Chaplain. He is a strong advocate of Veteran 's Rights and works
tirelessly all over N.H. to help hisfellow comrade in arms.
The Board ofSelectmen, on behalfofthe Citizens ofDunbarton, extend our
congratulations and appreciation foryour unselfish service!
9n 9ilemory Of
^redolph and^Jllice ^lomquisl
'Jlaymond Roland ^J^/Iey ColonelJ^eon 'Jiobert ^lucker. 9?e/.
^Jjou haoQ forQoer lefi your mark,
and we will all miss you.
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Scott Ives Term ending 1997
Mert Mann Tom ending 1998
Leslie G Hammond Term ending 1999
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Margaret Johnson, Secretary Term ending 1997
Patricia Mann, Chairman Term ending 1997
Jeffrey T. LeDuc - Resigned Term ending 1998
JoanMidgley Appointed to 1 997
Sandra Lekebusch Term ending 1999















DIRECTOR: Jon Wiggin Term ending 1997
PLANNING BOARD:
Arthur Beaudet









TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Emily Haywood, Secretary
H. Neil Mclntyre, Resigned
Carol Fisk














Term ending 1 999








Term ending 1 997
Term ending 1997
Term ending 1 997
Term ending 1998
Term ending 1 998
Term ending 1999
Term ending 1999
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Brett St. Clair, Alternate
Lawrence Cook
David Marshall, Vice-Chairnum



















John Swindlehurst, Chairman Term ending 1997
Scott Warriner Term ending 1997
Ronald Jarvis, Secretary Term ending 1998
Fred Mullen, Treasurer Term ending 1998
Edward White, Vice-Chairman Term ending 1999
J Willcox Brown, Honorary Member
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1996 TOWN OFFICERS & BOARD MEMBERS
BOARD OF ASSESSORS:
Timothy R Terragni Temi ending 1 997
Barry W. Lussier Term ending 1998
Robert A. Paul Term ending 1 999
fflSTORICAL AWARENESS COMMITTEE






CONCORD REGIONAL SOLID WASTE/RESOURCE RECOVERY COOPERATIVE
John R. Swindlehurst Term ending 1997
William B. Nichols, Alternate Term ending 1997
COMMERCIAL ZONE COMMITTEE Terms ending 1 997
Jacques Belanger Michael Malloy Brian Pike
Greta Brandt Barry Moller Alison Riley
Emily Haywood Rene Ouellet John R. Swindlehurst III
Barry Lussier Adrien Trudeau
OLD HOME DAY COMMITTEE: Established by Selectmen May 2, 1 996
Terms expire May 2, 1997
Lyle Brandt, Secretary Karen Lessard, Co-chairman
Allison Swindlehurst, Chairman Scott Wilson, Treasurer
RECYCLING COMMITTEE: Established by Selectmen Oct. 3, 1996
Terms expire March 1997
Richard Antonia Rhoda Hendley
Mark Brown Lynn Lee
Thomas Burack Linda Peters
Leslie Hammond Margaret Watkins
Emily Haywood Charles (Chuck) Williamson
SPACE NEEDS COMMITTEE: Established by Selectmen June 27, 1 996
Terms expire June 1, 1998
Kenneth Alton Ernest Holm
Michael Dailey Carol Lynch
Charles Frost Barry Molnar
Emily Haywood Donald Sage
Peter Hecker Jeffrey Trexler
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Established by Selectmen Nov. 7, 1996




HOG REEVES: Scott and Kathy Murray
Chris and Pamela Philippy
Norman and Sheri Forest
Keith and Beth Margenau
David and Kirsten Petretta
Scott and Kelli Wanner
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SELECTMEN'S MESSAGE
For us, 1996, was a year for inventorying, evaluating, and implementing a planning process
to assess and provide for immediate and future needs We've made a good start but
anticipate the process will take another two years to complete with our goal being to be
proactive instead of reactive in dealing with growth and change in our town
Recommendations from the Capital Improvement Committee, the Space Needs Committee,
the Technology Committee, Commercial Zone Committee, Recycling Committee, and the
Joint Loss Management Committee plus research and recommendation for all town
departments will culminate in a 1 5 year plan for Capital expenditures and land use that will
guide us in sustaining a healthy and affordable environment
This years warrant has been carefully constructed to meet both immediate and future needs
while holding down costs. The entire program we propose will cost 1 3 cents more per
1,000 valuation or approximately a 1/2 percent increase in the 1996 tax rate of $20.30. We
have kept the increase quite low by using $200,000 of a current $270,000 surplus.
$150,000 is used for one time expenditures and $50,000 to generally reduce the tax rate.
This surplus has accumulated over several years and we feel it irresponsible not to return it
to you, through cost and tax reductions, as some of you are paying 1 8 percent on this
money
Our immediate needs we are addressing in this budget aside from normal operating costs
are:
1 To fully staff and automate the town office This past year we renovated the
Selectmen's office, moved the Tax Collector and set up a community meeting room
complete with copier, refrigerator, microwave and telephone. This year we wish to hire a
secretary to assist our administrative assistant for an average of 30 hours per week. This
would allow us to be open on Fridays, to cover for Janice's leave time and to keep town
records current Presently our paperwork gets behind during town meeting preparations
and we do not catch up until August. Additionally, we intend to become more efficient by
installing a new computer system automating functions in the office of Selectmen, Tax
Collector, Assessor, Town Clerk and Building Inspector This system would be funded out
of the surplus.
2 We've budgeted for more employee hours in the Police Department, Highway
Department and the Transfer Station Chief Andrews and his officers did a tremendous job
this year screening and hiring our first full-time officer, finishing construction of the police
station, equipping it, installing a computer, hiring a part-time secretary and still providing
around the clock police coverage Last years budget fiinded six months of the full-time
officer's salary. This budget funds all twelve months.
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Simon Audet, Road Agent, has done his usual fine job of road construction and
maintenance in 1996 and has a very ambitious program of projects to do this year including
Grapevine Road, Tenney Road, Little Lane, Montalona Road and County Road. The road
agent, fire and police chiefs and Capital Improvement Committee have all recommended
we open up County Road as a thoroughfare This will require several years of construction,
but first we must change its classification from Class VI to Class V so that we can spend
public funds on it and to that end we have a warrant article for your approval. These
projects require more man hours both for safety reasons in terms of guiding and diverting
traffic and in the sheer volume of effort required. Therefore, we have budgeted for more
man hours in the road budget.
The Transfer Station has more man hours budgeted for it also, as the volume there has
increased directly with the number of new homes in Dunbarton. We're doing the same job
there as in the past, there is simply more effort needed We hired a supervisor, Charles
Williamson, to operate the facility and Chuck initiated a myriad of cost and energy saving
measures The Board of Selectmen is truly sorry that Chuck could not continue, for heaUh
reasons, in that role. John Herlihy has taken over as operator and is continuing and
expanding on Chuck's management program. We removed four trailer truck loads of tires
(two remaining), have a contract to timely remove the metal pile, reduced the number of
open top containers we rent and the number of monthly hauls to Penacook and continued to
assess and research markets. Capitol Well very generously dnlled a well and installed a
pump for free and Rick Antonia designed a septic system. We need to stay current in our
research for recycling markets and to educate residents in recycling. We intend to use a
newly formed Waste Management Committee for this purpose and have a warrant article to
establish such a committee.
3 Our town buildings are in need of serious attention. They have been neglected
for some time and need repairs. We have a warrant article to expend $40,000 out of surplus
to repair the rotting siding and balconies on the Town Hall and for repairs to the roof
Additionally, we have budgeted under General Government Buildings $30,000 for repairs
to the Fire House (siding and old roof). Town Garage (replace three overhead doors, install
bathroom, septic system). Selectmen's Office (siding). Transfer Station (bathroom and
septic system), and for general repairs and equipment to meet safety codes as recommended
by the safety sub-committee of our Joint Loss Management Committee.
4 Our town assessors recommend a 100 per cent reevaluation of the town to reflect
current market values of property Our last reevaluation was done in a different economic
climate and assesses property today inappropriately. You have set aside in a Capital
Reserve fund sufficient money to do this job and we are asking for authority to withdraw
these funds and complete the project this year.
5 The assessors also recommend modifying the current state criteria for elderly
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exemptions. The legislature has rewritten the statutes governing these exemptions Ifwe
do nothing, then our current criteria, which is more generous then the State, would be void
and we would fall under the State's criteria The modified elderly exemption will return
the town elderly exemption criteria to its present town level
The fiiture needs we are attempting to provide for in this budget are;
1
.
Set aside approximately $80,000 to purchase a 70 acre parcel in the center of
town for future town/school needs. This tract abuts the town garage parcel and goes south
to fi-ont on Mansion Road. This is the last large parcel of land available in the center of
town and we anticipate it could provide for future town offices, athletic fields and even
other school needs if appropriate. We have no immediate plans for development but the
land is not yet subdivided and available. We would fund this purchase by using $30,000
from surplus and $50,000 from the sale of town property One of the pieces of town
property we hope to sell is a 10 acre parcel on Mansion Road owned by the Town Forest
Committee who is willing to swap it for comparable interest in the new parcel
2. A building repair and renovation fund of $30,000 to be funded out of insurance
reimbursements for fijture building n^eds is recommended by the Space Needs Committee.
This is the committee's recommendation m anticipation of it's final recommendations.
Possible project are repairs to the upper Town Hall, to the foundations of the Selectmen's
Office and renovations to meet Handicap accessibility criteria.
3. Establish a Capital Reserve Fund of $40,000 out of surplus for the future
purchase of an ambulance. Our present vehicle can not meet new state requirements and
the loss of state licensing would preclude using our current vehicle for transport
4 Update our Building Code to 1995 National Standards. The office of the
building inspector has been transformed by the ideas and energy of our new inspector, Ray
Simard He has developed a comprehensive program to provide more complete and
efficient service to residents and much better control over compliance and enforcement.
Adopting new codes and automating many of his functions will continue his program of
effective and efficient service and provide valuable data for residential land use planning.
5. A program to set aside more land use penalties for the purchase of land to
maintain appropriate open space The amount of penalties received each year vanes
tremendously and is directly related to the number of subdivisions of land in current land
use The Conservation Commission currently receives 50 per cent of all penalties up to a
ceiling of $2,500 This petition article, which we agree with, removes the cap of $2,500
allowing the land fund to grow and basically have developers fund it.
12
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1996 TOWN MEETING
March 12, 1996
The checklist was posted and the meeting called to order by Moderator Leslie Hammond A motion
to waive the reading of the body of the warrant passed. The absentee ballots would be cast at 2:00
PM The polls opened at 8 05 AM
The business portion of the meeting opened at 7 07pm. The Pledge of Allegiance was led by Chief
Donald Andrews The town officers were introduced and the rules of the evening announced. The
warrant was read with a motion to waive the reading of the body of the warrant passing.
Fredolph Blomquist and Lincoln Webster Bumham were recognized with outstanding citizenship
awards by Selectman Scott Ives The awards read:
In grateful recognition ofa lifetime offaithful and
dedicated community service to the Town ofDunbarton
This certificate is hereby presented by
the Board ofSelectmen this
12th day ofMarch 1996
Fred is in the seventh month of his 100th year His date of birth is August 14, 1896. Webster just
celebrated his eighty-eighth birthday on March 2nd. Fred was present to receive his award Webster
was unable to be present
It was noted that the warrant on pages 18, 19, and 20, of the town report should read TOWN
W.ARRANT- 1996
ARTICLE I







Overseer of Welfare Richard Mannion
Hog Reeves: Scott and Kathy Murray
Chris and Pamela Philippy
Norman and Sheri Forest
Keith and Beth Margenau
David and Kirsten Petretta
Scott and Kelli Wanner
13
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Keith and Beth Margenau, David and Kirsten Petretta, and Scott and Kelli Wanner were sworn into
office by Moderator Leslie Hammond
ARTICLE II.
Are you in favor of the adoption of a revision to the existing town zoning ordinance which includes
the creation of four new zones, as proposed by the Planning Board*^
This amends the entire Dunbarton zoning ordinance by deleting the entire present zoning ordinance
and substituting these for an entirely new zoning ordinance for the Town of Dunbarton (By official
ballot) YES: 109, NO: 447
ARTICLE III
The motion was made by Scott Ives that the Town raise such sums of money as may be necessary to
defray town charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations of the same in amounts as follows:
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An amendment was made by John Swindlehurst to eliminate the dollar figure of $139,000 for Class
V - Tarring and Maintenance and inserting in place of the $139,000 the sum of $169,455 which is
the amount ofMotor Vehicle Permit Fees received by the Town of Dunbarton in 1 995 This will also
require a change in the bottom line figure from $655,816 to $686,271 The amendment passed.
The main motion as amended passed
ARTICLE IV.
The motion was made by Scott Ives that the Town authorize the establishment of a Capital Reserve
Fund (pursuant to RSA:35) for the future revaluation of the Town, and to appropriate from surplus
the sum of $58,500 and appoint the Selectmen as agents to administer the funds. The amendment
by Tim Terragni that the Boards of Selectmen and Assessors shall work in harmony in the selection
and administration process passed. The main motion passed as amended.
ARTICLE V
The motion was made by Tim Locke that the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of eighteen
thousand five hundred dollars ($18,500) for the Town to hire and equip a police officer full time.
Said amount reflects funding for this position for one half of one year, with fijll fijnding in subsequent
years The motion passed
ARTICLE VI.
The motion by Margaret Watkins that the Town authorize the sum often thousand ($ 1 0,000) dollars
for the purchase of approximately 72 acres of land abutting Kimball Pond and the purchase of
conservation easemerrts on an additional approximately 72 acres of land abutting Kimball Pond, and
authorize the use/transfer of that amount from 1995's December 31 surplus fund balance for this
purchase passed.
ARTICLE VII
The motion that this article be passed over passed.
ARTICLE VIII
The motion was made by Mert Mann that the Town authorize the Selectmen to establish, or to amend
15
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as needed, fees for the use or occupancy of any of the Town's revenue-producing facilities. Such fees
or charges shall not exceed an amount reasonably calculated to cover the Town's regulatory,
administrative and enforcement costs.
An amendment was made by JR Swindlehurst that the Town authorize the Selectmen to establish
disposal fees at the transfer station for such items as, but not limited to, tires, appliances or
construction debris. Such fees or charges shall not exceed administrative and enforcement costs.
The amendment passed. The amendment supplants the entire original article.
ARTICLE IX
The motion by JeflfLeDuc that the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $12,760.00 to be
used for library employees' salaries for the 1996 calendar year passed
ARTICLE X
The motion by John Swindlehurst that the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $590 48
to be used as determined by the Town Forest Committee, the same to be withdrawn from the
Winslow Town Forest Fund passed
ARTICLE XI
The motion by Mert Mann that the Town accept the reports of agents, auditors, committees, and
other officers heretofore chosen as printed in the Town Report subject to errors and omissions
passed.
ARTICLE XII
Jacques Belanger made a motion that the Commercial Zone Committee be continued thru 1996
An amendment by JR Swindlehurst was subsequently withdrawn An amendment by John
Swindlehurst that the Commercial Zone Committee consist of 9 members~4 business oriented, 4
non-business oriented and a chairman was defeated The original motion passed.
The meeting adjourned at 9:25 PM The polls were closed.
16
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1996 TOWN MEETING
THE RESULTS OF VOTING MARCH 12, 1996
Names on the checklist 1212
Number of ballots cast 567
For Selectman for Three Years
Vote for One
Leslie G Hammond 360
Jim Marcou (write-in) 1 74
For Town Treasurer for Three Years
Vote for One
Pamela J Milioto 482
For Road Agent for Three Years
Vote for One
Simon Audet 473
For Library Trustee for Three Years
Vote for Two
Sandra Lekebusch 357
Judith A Stone 436
For Trustee of Trust Funds for Three Years
Vote for One
Nancy C Lang 470
For Cemetery Trustee for Three Years
Vote for One
John Thalheimer 509
For Board of Assessors for Three Years
Vote for One
Robert A Paul 453
For Moderator for Two Years
Vote for One
Fred J Mullen 496
For Supervisor of the Checklist for Six Years
Vote for One
Phyllis A Biron 478
Irene Thalheimer
Town Clerk
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TOWN WARRANT - 1997
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OF
DUNBARTON IN THE COUNTY OF MERRIMACK IN SAID STATE, QUALIFIED TO
VOTE IN TOWN AFFAIRS; THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN MARCH 1 L 1997 FROM 800
AM TO 7 00 PM OR UNTIL SUCH HOUR AS THE MODERATOR SHALL DETERMINE
You are hereby notified to meet at the Dunbarton Community Center in said Dunbarton
on Tuesday the eleventh day of March next at eight of the clock in the forenoon, and cast ballots
from that hour until at least seven o'clock in the evening of said day for such town officers and
school officers, as they may be listed on the ballots.
You are also notified to meet at the same place at seven o'clock in the evening of the same
day to act upon the following subjects:
1 To choose all necessary town officers for the ensuing year.
2. Are you in favor of the adoption of an amendment to the existing town zoning ordinance
as proposed by the planning board'' Amends the Dunbarton Zoning Ordinance by adding
a requirement for a 50 ft setback of all septic systems from property boundaries and a 25
ft setback of all wells from a property boundary. (Recommend by the Planning Board)
(By Official Ballot)
3. Are you in favor of discontinuing the position of constable and have the selectmen appoint
police officers? The Selectmen recommend passage of this article
4 To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray town charges for the ensuing
year and make appropriations of the same in amounts as follows:
Executive $ 52,063




Legal Expenses 1 7,7 1
Personnel Administration 34,883
Planning & Zoning 3,600
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Highway Winter Maint. 85,000
General Highway 39,970
Class V Tarring & Maint * 200,000








*Being an amount received in the year 1996 from auto permits collected
by the Town Clerk
The Selectmen recommend passage of this article.
5 Shall we modify the elderly exemptions from property tax in the town of Dunbarton,
based on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers, to be as follows: for a person 65 years of
age up to 75 years, $45,000, for a person 75 years of age up to 80 years, $50,000; for a
person 80 years of age or older $100,000. To qualify, the person must have been a New
Hampshire resident for at least 5 years, own the real estate individually or jointly, or if
the real estate is owned by such person's spouse, they must have been married for at least
5 years In addition, the taxpayer must have a net income of not more than $20,000 or, if
married, a combined net income of less than $30,000; and own net assets not in excess of
$50,000, excluding the value of the person's residence. RSA 72:39-b(c).
The Board of Assessors recommend passage of this article. (By Ballot)
6. To see ifthe Tow^ will vote to adopt the BOCA National Building Code 1 995. This
is to update our present code from 1990. The Selectmen recommend passage of this
article.
7 To see if the Town will authorize the fee schedule as developed by the Selectmen for
disposal costs at the Transfer Station.
Tires: (16" or less) $1.00 each
Truck Tires (16" greater than) 2.00 each
Loader/Tractor Tires 1 . 00 each
Any unit containing Freon 5.00 each
C & D Waste - Small Pickup 20 00 load
- Large Pickup 40.00 load
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C&D Waste - 1 ton truck $ 16 00 per cu yd.
- greater than 1 ton Not allowed
New Sheetrock - small pickup 10.00 load
- large pickup 20 00 load
- 1 ton truck 8 00 per cu yd.
- greater than 1 ton Not allowed
The Selectmen recommend passage of this article
8 To see if the Town will authorize the establishment of a nine member Waste
Management Committee. Committee members to be appointed by the Selectmen for
one, two and three year terms The Committee will aid and advise the Selectmen on
research and education of Waste Management issues. The Selectmen recommend
passage of this article
9 To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund (Pursuant to RSA:35: 1)
for the purchase of land for future Town use and raise and appropriate from surplus the
sum of $30,000 towards this purpose It is also our intent to raise and appropriate funds
for this account in 1998, in an amount equal to the proceeds from the sale of town
property and article 1 The Selectmen recommend passage of this article.
10. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Town Forest Committee to sell lot E3-2-1
A portion of the newly purchased tract, under article 9, will be set aside for use as a town
forest and will be of comparable value to lot E3-2-1 . The Selectmen recommend passage
of this article.
11. To see if the Town will change County Road from a Class VI to a Class V designation
and to use public funds on it for reconstruction The Selectmen recommend passage of
this article.
12. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate from surplus $40,000 for repairs to the Town
Hall including balconies, roofs and siding. The Selectmen recommend passage of this
article.
13. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate from surplus $38,000 for automating the
Town Offices. This includes software, hardware, mstallation and training to automate
the functions in the Tax Collector's, the Selectmen's, the Building Inspector's, the
Assessor's, and the Town Clerk's Office The Selectmen recommend passage of this
article.
14. To see if the Town will vote to create an expendable general ftind trust flind under the
provisions ofRSA 3 1 : 19-a, to be known as the Building Repair Fund, for the purpose of
repairing and maintaining town buildings and to raise and appropriate the sum of $30,000
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toward that purpose This amount will be offset by an equal amount received from
insurance reimbursements The Selectmen recommend passage of this article.
15 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the establishment of a Capital Reserve Fund
(Pursuant to RSA 35:1) for the future purchase of an ambulance, and to raise and
appropriate from surplus the sum of $40,000 for said purpose. The Selectmen
recommend passage of this article
16. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to withdraw $58,500 plus
interest earned to time of withdrawal from the Reevaluation Capital Reserve Fund and
expend the same for a 100 per cent reevaluation of the Town. The Selectmen
recommend passage of this article.
1 7 To see if the Town will vote to eliminate the twenty-five hundred dollar ($2500) cap on
revenues placed in the Conservation Fund and instead allocate fifty percent (50%) of all
revenues collected from the current use change tax to the Conservation Fund, for
conservation purposes (By Petition)
The Selectmen recommend passage of this article.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $567.07 to be used as
determined by the Town Forest Committee, the same to be withdrawn from the Winslow
Town Forest Fund The Selectmen recommend passage of this article.
19. To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees, and other officers heretofore chosen
and pass any vote relating thereto.
20. To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
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BUDGET FOR TOWN OF DUNBARTON
(RSA314)
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
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BUDGET FOR TOWN OF DUNBARTON
SOURCE OF REVENUE
TAXES
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF
ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL REVENUES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 3 1 , 1 996
ANTICIPATED ACTUAL EXCESS DEFICIENCY
Land use change
Yield Taxes
Interest & Penalties on Taxes
Inventory Penalties
Business Lie & Permits
MV Permit Fees
Building Permits
Other Lie , Permits & fees
$21,000
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF
APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES
BROUGHT 1996 1996 1996 1996 FORWARD PROPOSED
FORWARD BUDGET EXPENDED UNEXP OVERDRAFT TO 1997 1997
Executive


















Class V Tamng & Maint















Cap Reserve Re-evaluatlon (From Surplus)
Kimball Pond - Purchase of land
Library - Increase
Full Time Police Officer
General Govt BIdg - Forararded from 1995
Police - Fonwarded from 1995
Fire - Forwarded from 1995
Fire Truck Chassis - Fonwarded from 1995
Commercial Consultants - For from 1995
Fire Station Add-Forwarded from 1994
Total Articles Proposed on 1 997 Tovwi Warrant
GRAND TOTALS
$3,600
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY - AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1996
Town Hall, Land & Buildings $ 387,600
Library/Tumiture, Equipment & Books 200,000
Town Office BIdg., Land & Building 130,900
Furniture, & Equipment 75,000
Police Department, Equipment 35,000
Fire & Police Department, Land & Buildings 233,100
Fire Department, Equipment 296,000
Highway Department, Land and Buildmgs 108,000
Equipment 60,000
Matenals and Supplies 12,000
School, Land and Buildmg 1 ,2 1 9,900
Equipment 500,000
Transfer Station/Recycling CenterBld & Equipment 75,700
LANDS AND BUILDINGS ACQUIRED - TAX COLLECTOR'S DEEDS
C5-1-7, C5-1-8 15.5 acres 16,000
13-3-16 13 acres 13,500
14-1-33 5.0 acres 9,450
A2-1-2 4 8 acres 1,700
J3-l-22(Powerline) 18 3 acres 16,100
E4-4-6 16 8 acres 70,850
J3-l-20(Powerline) 4 acres 14,750
E5-1-7 4.4 acres 1,050
Kl-1-18 .3 acres 45,900
K 1-9-5 .2 acres 32,250
B6-2-7 .9 acres 73,050
All other property and equipment
Town Forest, Kuncanowet, & Conservation Commission 2,237,350
Histoncal Society 83,250
TOTAL $ 5,948,400
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF TAXABLE VALUATION FOR THE YEAR 1996
Land Improved & Unimproved $ 54,670,807
Buildings 57,609,550
Public Utilities 13,119,850
TOTAL VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTIONS 1 25,400,207
Less Exemption to Certain Elderly 96 1 ,650
NET VALUATION ON WHICH TAX RATE IS COMPUTED $ 1 24,438,557
27
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FORMULATION OF 1996 TAX RATE




Less: Shared Re%enues 5.740
Add: Overlay 14.618
War Semce Credits 1 3.000
Net Town Appropnation $ 238.368
Special Adjustment
Approved Tovvn/Citv' Tax Effort $ 238.368
Municipal Tax Rate. $ 1.91
School PorDon
Due to Local School Distnct $ 2.1 02.359
Due to Regional School District
Less: Shared Revenues 19.532
Net School Appropnation $ 2.082.827
Special Adjustment
Approved School(s) Ta.\ Effort $ 2.082,827
School(s) Tax Rate $16.74
County Portion
Due to County $ 206.839
Less: Shared Revenues 1.931
Net County' Appropnation $ 204.908
Special Adjustments
Approved County Ta.x Effort $ 204.908
County TaxRate $ 1.65
Total Property Ta.\es Assessed: $ 2,526.103
Combined Tax Rate $20.30
Total Property Taxes Assessed $ 2,526, 1 03
Less: War Service Credits $ (13,000)
Add: Village District Commitment(s)
Total Property Tax Commitment $ 2.5 1 3, 1 03
PROOF OF RATE
Net Assessed Valuation Tax Rate Assessment
$124,438,557 $20.30 $2,526,103
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1996 COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEET
ASSETS
CASH AVAILABLE FOR CURRENT EXPENSES:
Custody of Treasurer, 12/31/96
Conservation Commission Funds, 12/31/96
Kimball Pond Fund, 12/31/96
Petty Cash
CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS IN CUSTODY OF





























LIABILITIES OWED BY THE TOWN:
Bills Outstanding




TOTAL LIABILITIES (Before Surplus)
CURRENT SURPLUS
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SUMMARY OF THE TREASURER'S ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1996
TOWN OF DUNBARTON
Cash on Deposit December 31. 1995 SI.322.022.85
Receipts 1/1/96 to 12/31/96 3.159.023.00
Interest on Investments 38.072.97
Total 4.519.118.82
Disbursements 1/1/96 to 12/31/96 (3.21 1.321.67)
Cash on Hand December 3 1 . 1 996 $ 1 .307.797. 1
5
KIMBALL POND FUND
Balance as of December 31. 1995 $ 9.027.37
Donations Received 56.425.50
Interest Revenue 1.231.92
Expenses for fundraising (382.65)
Transferred to Conser\'ation Fund 9/3/96 $ 66.302.14
Balance as of December 3 1 . 1 996 .00
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Balance as ofDecember 31, 1995 $20,971.82
Interest Revenue 847.30
Current Use Penalties Received 2.500.00
Transfer from KimbaO Pond Fund 66,302. 1
4
Less Purchase at KimbaU Pond (84.583. 1 7)
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT - 1996
CREDITS
:
2442 Motor Vehicle permits
issued in 1996
Refunds
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Property, Land Use Change & Yield Tax
PENALTIES, COSTS, & FEES
Returned Check Fees, Etc.
Tax Lien Cost
TOTAL DEBITS
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REPORT OF THE TAX COLLECTOR - 1996
SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1996
DEBITS
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REPORT OF THE TAX COLLECTOR - 1996
SUMMARY OF UNREDEEMED TAX LIENS AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1996
OWNER
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REPORT OF THE TAX COLLECTOR - 1996
Michel & Jacqueline Belanger
CF Investments, INC.
Judith Champagne
John K. &. Stella Chase, Sr
Kenneth A. & Maureen Chase




Michael & Wendy Dailey
Drop Anchor Realty Tr.
Drop Anchor Realty Tr.
Rose Dugrenier
Arthur Dunham, Jr.
Gerald & Deborah Gelinas
Thomas A. & Karen Gleason
Thomas & Karen Gleason
Thomas A. & Karen M. Gleason
Arthur Greathead
Arthur Greathead
Mike Leach & Valarie A. Clegg
Julien & Sandra Leduc
Carroll & Mary Lloyd
Andrew & Carol Morrissette
Andrew & Carol Morrissette
Priscilla B. Phillips
Dianne & Glenn Ranfos
Harold & Helmi Roehl
Harold & Helmi Roehl




William J. & Joan K. Wagner
Jonathan Welch & Richard Woodlock
Jeffrey & Betsy Williams
Jeffrey & Betsy Williams
Charles P. Williamson, Jr.
Charles P Williamson, Jr.
Bruce Wright
TOTAL
Tax Collector 's Reports are submitted by Martha Rae, Certified Tax Collector
35
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REPORT OF THE BUILDING INSPECTOR - 1996
The Building Inspector reports the issuance of sixty-six permits in the year 1996.
24
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DUNBARTON PLANNING BOARD - 1996
The Planning Board held regular monthly meetings on the third Wednesday of each month
at 700 PM
During 1996 the Board received seven (7) applications for subdivisions After one
proposal was reformatted, all were accepted with one lot line adjustment still pending at
year end. One planned unit development came in for subdivision of phase I (8 lots). The
subdivision approvals noted created twenty-three (23) new lots as four (4) lots were
eliminated by annexation Therefore, there was a net gain of nineteen (19) building lots in
1996.
In addition the Board ruled favorable on two (2) lot line adjustments, and reviewed one
(1 ) application for compliance with the Site Plan Review Ordinance One Public Hearing
was held for the Commercial Zone changes to the Zoning Ordinance The Board passed
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CONCORD REGIONAL
VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
The Concord Regional Visiting Nurse Association continues to olTer three major health
services to the residents of Dunbarton: Home Care, Hospice and Primary Care
Home Care Services respond to the health care needs of those patients with acute or
chronic illnesses that require skilled professional and para-professional care so they may
return to or remain in their homes. Emphasis is on promoting independence and maximum
functioning of the patient within the least restrictive setting.
Hospice Services provide professional and para-professional services to the terminally ill
patient with a limited life expectancy The goal is to enhance the quality of the patient's
remaining life by helping he/she remain at home in comfort and dignity. Emphasis is on
pain and symptom management and skilled intervention to meet the patient's special
physical, emotional and spiritual needs.
In April of 1994 Hospice expanded its services to provide residential care with the
opening of New Hampshire's first Hospice House. To date, this house has provided a
home to approximately 158 terminally ill residents.
Primary Care and Preventive Services expanded from health promotion and prevention
focus to Family Health Center focus. The focus provides health care in a whole-life
approach that means treating the individual from birth to senior adulthood. The Family
Health Center services include family-centered medical care, preventive care, aduh and
senior health, child health. Baby's First Homecoming, immunizations for all ages, school
linked clinics, parent education and support. Family Planning and Women's Heahh,
obstetrical care, health education, nutritional counseling, HIV/AIDS counseling and
testing. Mental Health Services and Sexually Transmitted Disease testing and treatment.
The Family Health Center offers 24 hours/day, 7 days/week service including physician
care, hospital admitting privileges, and other care generally offered through a medical
office setting. It is a joint initiative between Concord Hospital and Concord Regional
Visiting Nurse Association and it is an educational site for the N.H./Dartmouth Family
Practice Residency Program Primary care physicians (ft-om Concord Hospital's new
Family Practice Residency Program), graduate education medical students (residents),
registered nurse practitioners, registered nurses, social workers and other staff provided
primary care to more than 7,800 clients in FY 96
Health Promotion Services focus on the low and marginal income families and individuals
to prevent illness by professional assessment and screening for health risks and needs, by
early intervention to prevent, eliminate, or minimize the impact of illness and/or disability,
and by anticipatory guidance and heahh teaching. Emphasis is on promoting heaUhy
children, families and individuals through early intervention and health teaching. Services
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CONCORD REGIONAL
VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
rendered in the clinic setting are: child health, prenatal, family planning, sexually
transmitted disease, adult screening, immunizations, and HIV(.AJDS) testing and
counseling. Home visits are made in crisis situations or when needed health care cannot
be given in the clinic Senior health services are provided at congregate housing sites.
Professional and para-professional hourly home services are provided on a private fee-for-
service basis. Health education and instruction are part of each home visit or clinic visit.
Anyone in Dunbarton may request service, patient, doctor, heaUh facility, pastor, friend or
neighbor. All requests are answered, but continuing home care will only be provided with
a physician's order
A call to Concord Regional Visiting Nurse Association (224-4093) is all that is necessary
to start services or make inquires The CRVNA office is open Monday through Friday
from 7;30 am to 5;00 pm. A nurse is on call for hospice and home care patients, (224-
4093) 4:30 pm to 7:30 am daily
Federal regulations specify a charge is applicable to all visits. Fees are scaled for the
individual without health insurance and/or who is unable to pay the full charge However,
to fee scale, federal regulations require a financial statement be completed by the patient
or responsible person. Town monies subsidize those visits that are scaled or that no fee is
collectible.
This agency is certified as a Medicare/Medicaid Provider, licensed by the State ofNew
Hampshire, accredited by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Health care
Organizations (JCAHO) and is a member agency of the United Way of Merrimack
County
Total visits made during October 1, 1995 through September 30, 1996:
Number of Clients Visits
Home Care/Hospice 25 930
Health Promotion/
Family Health Center 115 220
Total 140 1,150
14 Aduh Bereavement Support Groups
2 Children Bereavement Support Groups
2 Hospice Volunteer Training Groups
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DUNBARTON PUBLIC LIBRARY
The close of 1996 marked the first full year of operation for the library in its new location on the first
floor of the town hall, its original location when the library was started in 1 893 Other notable
milestones were achieved in 1996 resulting in a library and staff better equipped to serve the needs of
the residents of Dunbarton
A new position of library director was created to administer the day -to-day operations of the library
and to plan and implement for future growth and development Andrea Douglas of Bow was hired in
May to fill the library director's position Andrea and librarian Nancy Lang have spent the latter part
of 1996 offering innovative programs, improving on collection development, and enhancing
computer services for the public Their efforts have resulted in an increase in library usage.
In addition to the ongoing story times, other programs for children included summer reading, a Teddy
Bear picnic. Fried Worms, and singer/storyteller Mary DesRoshiers. Adults were offered Log on at
the Library, Mars: Rendezvous with the Red Planet with Andy Stone, Landscapes of Mystery with
Judy Kimball, and Recollections of Christmas Past with Dunbarton residents participating.
A new audio book leasing program was recently added to the collection which offers library patrons a
regularly rotating selection of titles to choose from. The library staff continues to offer its popular
refund program for museum visits and the Christa McAuliffe Planetarium pass, interlibrary loans,
outreach service, and fax and photo-copier services. The library receives and subscribes to four local
newspapers, carries a wide selection of periodicals, and now has its own television and VCR
providing yet another source of programming for children and adults
The library has three computers available for public use. A computer in the children's area provides
educational games, a computer in the reference area features CD-ROM references and word
processing capabilities, and a third computer provides an on-line catalog. The most exciting addition
to the library will be the introduction of Internet access. Plans to bring the Internet to library patrons
got underway in 1996, and a tentative date for on-line Internet service has been set for spring.
The front hall adjacent to the library has been cleaned and can now be used for activity periods
primarily for children. New doors will be added in the spring to match the new set of doors at the
south end of the building.
The staff and trustees of the library will continue to strive to provide programming and a collection
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PAYROLL EXPENSES $22,828. 1
1
BOOKS (Print & Audio), VIDEOS 7258.23
PERIODICALS (Patrons & Staff) 1 569.84
COMMUNITY PROGRAMS 1260 55
ASSOCIATION DUES-COOPERATIVE FEES 726 00
COMPUTER (Hardware.Software, Support) 2829 89
FURNITURE (Bookcases, TV, VCR) 1539 61
PAINTING & LIGHTING FOR FRONT HALL 2653.20
SUPPLIES & MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES 1 894 82
$42,560.25
NET ORDINARY INCOME: $2,71266
CHECKING & SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
12/31/96












Judith A Stone, Treasurer
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DUMBARTON PUBLIC LIBRARY
1996
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KUNCANOWET TOWN FOREST AND
CONSERVATION AREA
On May 25, 1996, trails were brushed back and several large fallen trees were removed
from the trails
Several large truckloads of brush had been illegally dumped on the parking lot, we would
like to say a big THANK YOU to the Dunbarton Volunteer Fire Department for their help
in getting rid of it
In October a "Thank You Picnic" was held for Vera and Forrest Fogg for the donation of
land that was approved at the 1994 town meeting (Article VI)
December finished the year with a successful search and rescue for a hunter who was lost
the weekend of the December 6th - 8th during the heavy, wet snowstorm
If anyone sees a problem with the trails please report it; and if able, please help remove











J Willcox Brown, Honorary Member
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DUNBARTON TOWN FOREST COMMITTEE
The committee was pleased to ha\e approximately 43 acres added to the Kuncanowet Town Forest and Conservation
Area. This occurred because of the generous donation of Forrest and Vera Fogg who have given unselfishly to this area
in the past. This donation connects the Kuncanowet Town Forest and Conservation Area with Gorham Pond Road.
As m years past, the committees Winslow pit has been the source of gravel for town winter maintenance requirements.
We would like to acknowledge and thank two past members. Mr. Leshe G. Hammond (1982-96) and Mr. Robert
Carlson (1980-96). for their work on this committee.
John Swindlehurst has completed a "History of the Dunbarton Town Forest Committee" His writing covers the








A Brief History of the Dunbarton Town Forrest Committee
The Dunbarton Town Forest Committee was first mentioned at the town meeting in 1928 and again in 1929. The
articles to investigate the merits of a town forest comminee were passed over at both meetings.
There was a special town meeting on September 1 1. 1929. The meeting approved making an agreement with Mr.
Arthur Winslow relative to a gift of land. The deed for this gift is dated January 7. 1930. This donation had many
condiuons and covenants which are still in effect today. At the March 1 1. 1930 town meeting a town forest committee
was formed to deal with the town owned land.
Mrs. Charles Parker donated the Huard Lot. contaimng 80-100 cut over acres, followed by a 23 1 acre tract donated by
Mrs. Charles Parker and accepted by the town on March 9. 1937 This area had been logged and then suflered fi-om a
major forest fire
The 1938 humcane caused severe damage felling three hundred thousand board feet of usable umber which was stored
in Stark Pond and Kimball Pond. Of this, over tow hundred thirty -six thousand board feet was milled into usable
lumber, according to the New Hampshire Department of Forest
In 1960. a professional forester completed a timber survey and marked some of the trees for thinning. Some timber was
put out to compeative bid and sold. In 1962, a few of the old bull" pines were removed, milled into lumber, and used
in the interior of the new firehouse. A tree was cut to provide the shingles for die blacksmith shop after it was moved to
its present locanon.
In 1969. some of the profits received from lumber sales purchased land now used for the transfer station. Other
expenditures of town forest money have provided forestry pumps for the fire department, removal of hazardous waste
barrels, installation of gates and purchases of other forest tracts
The management of the town forest has always been the responsibility of the Dunbarton Town Forest Committee. The
make-up and responsibihties of the committee have changed numerous times. In 1984. the State ofNew Hampshire
passed a law which mandates the committee be a five member board appointed by the selectmen.
The town forest lands are open to the public for such uses as hiking, hunting, birding. cross -country^ skiing, etc. The
committee prohibits ATVs and campfires of any kind.
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DUNBARTON TOWN FOREST COMMITTEE
FINANCIAL REPORT
Balance, January 1, 1996 $ 23,486.89
Receipts, 1996
Interest on passbook $ 665 45
Interest on Trust Funds 590 48






Town of Dunbarton, Sand & Gravel $ 7,000.00
Total Receivables: $ 7,000.00
Total Assets January 1, 1997 $33,742.82
Fred J. Mullen, Treasurer
Dunbarton Town Forest
Town of Dunbarton Annual Report
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DUNBARTON CONSERVATION COMMISSION
This year the Commission on behalf of the Town completed the purchase of 77 acres of land at Kimball Pond and
acquired a conservation easement on 77 additional acres Almost all of the shorehne is now protected for wildlife
consersaaon and low impact pubhc uses, such as hiking, cross countn skiing, and hunting. Individual contnbutions.
foundation support, accumlated revenues in the Conservation Fund, the 1996 Town Meeting appropriation, and corporate
contnbutions all helped make this important conservation acquisition possible.
Over the two-year fund-raising penod 141 people contnbuted amounts from $5 to $10.000+ towards this project. A
plaque acknowledging their support hangs in the hbran Residents also contnbuted baked goods to the Commissions
Pnmarv day bake sale and other fund raising events. Conunission members Bob Cowan and George Holt were
mstrumental in getting the Concord Cnmson Clowns and Doug Clegg to perform at a fiind raiser for children, and
resident Tom Burack drew an enthusiastic group to his evemng ofNew England tall tales and humor. All of the t-shirts.
designed by Darlene Jarvis, have been dispersed, and people attending fund raisers and the public heanng on this project
have seen Brett St Clairs shde show on Kimball Pond. The property was formally dedicated for wildhfe conservation
purposes on September 28.
A management subcommittee consisting of interested town residents and members of the Conservation Commission has
been meeting since November to develop a management plan for the property They are helped in this effort by
information residents and consultants have provided over the last several years, including an assessment of the pond and
Great Meadows for turtle habitat, which natiu-alist and turtle expert David Carroll of Warner did this year. Turdes were
selected because the less common species are good indicators of high quality wildhfe habitat. Mr. Carroll was
enthusiastic in his assessment of the "outstanding wetland habitats " at Kimball Pond. Turtles definitely made their
presence known to those who joined resident Joreen Hendry on a nature walk June 8. when nesting turtles were abundant.
Commission members, hke many other residents are concerned about maintaimng Dunbartons rural character while
minimizing our ta.x bills. One of the best ways of doing this is by preserving open space. Many recent studies of
communines in the Northeast have repeatedly shown tiiat the preservation of open space can be an economic asset. These
studies looked at revenues and expenditiu-es for services provided for three major categones of land use and found that tax
revenues exceeded costs for the commercial/industnal and open space categones. while residential land use costs
exceeded revenues. Thus, acqmsition of open space hke the Kimball Pond purchase not only preserves an invaluable
natural asset for the people and wildhfe of Dunbarton, but also can help keep our taxes down. With this in mind, the
Commission will ask townspeople (by means of a wanant article at Town Meeting) to remove the $2,500 cap that
presently hmits the amount of land-use change tax revenues that may be allocated for conservation purposes
Dunng 1996 the Commission also reviewed four apphcations to the State Wetiands Bureau for road and driveway
crossings of wetlands and one apphcation for pond dredging. No dredging or filhng of wetlands is permitted without
authonzation by the State WeUands Bureau in the NH Department of Environmental Services. The Commission makes
recommendations to the State on all apphcations for dredge and fill activity in Dunbarton.
The Commission made recommendations to the selectmen relative to the disposition of tax-deeded properties Members
also walked the conservation easement lands for which the town is responsible and confirmed that the intent of die
easement deeds is presenUy being maintained
The Commission meets the second Wednesday each month The public is welcome to attend.
Members; Lawrence Cook 1999
David MarshaU. Co Chair 1999
George Holt 1999
Enc Hodgman. Alternate 1997
Darlene Jarvis, Secretary 1997
Matthew Lav ev 1997
Ron Jarvis 1998
Margaret Watkins, Co Chair 1998
Leo Martel 1998
Brett St Clair, Alternate 1998
Jane Grant, Honorary Member
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DUNBARTON CONSERVATION COMMISSION
PROPERTY UNDER THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Three Lots in the Great Meadow










Story Easement 45 Acres
Grant Easement 8 Acres
Westbrook/Schumacher Easement 145 Acres
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DUNBARTON CEMETERY TRUSTEES
The Cemetery Trustees met on the second Monday of each month to conduct business and
oversee cemetery activities The project of mapping in Center Cemetery continues with
Judy Keefe completing the North section of the old area.
Harold Mooney decided not to enter his candidacy to continue as Cemetery Trustee. We
respect his decision and will miss his valuable input during our meetings and other
activities Harold has lived in Dunbarton all his life and has contributed unselfishly to the
Town He has probably served in every capacity and public office in local government and
many times more than once. Thank you Harold! Please accept the gratitude of your
friends and neighbors in Dunbarton.







"MEMORIAL TREE DEDICATED: A ceremony on the Town Hall lawn took place
on September 1, 1996, for the purpose of dedicating a beautiful magnolia tree planted in
memory of Ray Riley, a prominent Dunbarton resident who died in early 1996 John E.
"Jack" Sargent, the Director of the N H. Division of Forests and Lands presided over the
ceremony. The Dunbarton Board of Selectmen participated in the ceremony and David
Pollard, the Executive Secretary of the New Hampshire Funeral Directors Association
presented the Tree Memorial Plaque to Alison R. Riley, Mr. Riley's widow
The tree, selected by Mrs Riley, was a "northern magnolia", chosen for its hardiness in
the cold New England climate It is over 1 5 feet tall already and will thrive in its new
environment. A crowd of over 100 people, including Mr Riley's family, enjoyed a
reception on the green following the ceremony. The fijnding for the cost of the tree, the
planting, the first year's maintenance, and a bronze plaque set in concrete at its base was
all raised by individual donations.
Article from the N H Funeral Directors & Embalmers Association, fall 1 996
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DUNBARTON COMMERCIAL ZONE COMMITTEE
This has been a year of change for the Commercial Zone Committee as a number of new members
were added to the committee and the committee worked to retine ideas for commercial zones in
Dunbarton New members to the committee include: Greta Brandt, Mike Malloy, Barry Moller,
Brian Pike and J R Swindlehurst, III
The committee also scaled down the range of the proposal in a couple of ways: (1) Home
occupations will not be addressed by the commercial zone proposal and (2) the recreational zone
will not be a part of this proposal The committee focused its efforts on two retail-oriented zones,
The Village District and Page's Comer, and a light industrial zone
We have worked to make changes to the proposals for The Village District and Page's Comer
that address the concerns expressed to the committee last year, specifically considering the size
and variety of allowable commercial development as well as the size of each zone.
The committee also began to look for ahernative sites for the light industrial zone An area north
of Route 77 around the recycling / transfer station was explored and appears to present many
advantages over the site considered last year (near the Pioneer Sportsman Club)
Architectural guidelines were reviewed by Fire Chief Swindlehurst and the committee made some
changes based on fire safety considerations
As the time for public hearing approached, the committee felt we wanted more time to work with
the planning board and building inspector to go over a final draft for the commercial zones
proposal Rather than rush a not fijlly prepared proposal through, we decided to wait until next
year to bring the proposal through public hearings and to voting by the town.
The committee would like to thank the town residents who brought us feedback and ideas, and
the zoning board, planning board and building inspector for meeting with us to go over various










J. R. Swindlehurst, HI
Margaret Watkins
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT - 1996
The Board of Adjustment is scheduled to meet on the second Monday of each month and
met as business required during 1996. The following cases were heard:
VARIANCES :
Thomas and Jodi Molinaro - Granted permission to locate a septic system closer than 50
feet from the boundary at their property on Montalona Road.
David and Marie Hackett - Granted permission to construct a garage closer than 50 feet
from the boundary at their property on Ray Road.
George and Muriel Pronovost (Owners) and Shaun Hickey (Applicant ) - Granted
permission to replace a septic system and construct a fire escape closer than 50 feet fi"om
boundary at property located at Gorham Pond on Karen Road
Thomas Maille - Denied permission to apply to the Dunbarton Planning Board for a
subdivision with less than the required 300 foot frontage at property located on Gorham
Pond Road
Theodore Gage (Owner) and Jon and Doraine Mooar (Applicants) - Denied permission to
apply to the Dunbarton Planning Board for a subdivision with less than the required 300
foot frontage at property located on Stark Highway and Mansion Road
Daniel Gravas - Granted permission to construct a garage at property located on Stark
Highway North closer than 50 feet from the boundary.
Jeffrey TrexJer and Robert Waldron - Requested permission to apply to the Dunbarton
Planning Board for a re-subdivision of lot with less than required frontage. Request
withdrawn by applicants. No action taken by the Board of Adjustment
SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS :
Charles Brown. BBBK. Inc. - Granted permission to create a PRD (Planned Residential
Development) of 24 lots and apply to the Dunbarton Planning Board at property located
on Concord Stage Road (Route 77). Lots to be phased at 8 lots per year.
Nancy and Joseph Gallagher - Granted permission to construct an Accessory Apartment at
property located on Twist Hill Road
Alexander Amann - Granted permission to construct an Accessory Apartment at property
located on Mansion Road
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT - 1996
William and Susan Nichols - Granted permission to operate business as follows on
property located on Concord Stage Road (Route 77)
1 Conversion of existing residence into two (2) professional offices.
2 Construct a Warehouse for the Warehousing of Construction Equipment
with limited repair, maintenance and sales activities.
3 Stockpiling of bark, loam and landscaping stones with limited sales activity
of such materials incidental and accessory to the principal use
ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL :
Emily Nichols - Requested an Administrative Appeal to the denial of a Building permit by
the Selectmen of the Town of Dunbarton for property with no frontage located off
Kimball Pond Road Request withdrawn and will be re-submitted by applicant. No
decision within 1996 calendar year
In addition, several joint meetings were held with the Commercial Zone Committee to
discuss possible Commercial Zone amendments to be submitted at the March 1997 Town
Meeting Final recommendations were no Commercial Zone Amendments to be submitted
for 1997 because of time constraints
In considering an appeal, the Board must act on the evidence before it and make its
decision In making its decision, the Board often stipulates certain restrictions, which the
appellant must adhere to In any case involving a conflict of interest with a Board
member, the Alternate member sits with the Board of Adjustment The member with the
conflict of interest is excluded from all deliberations and the vote on the decision. The
Board of Adjustment must act within the limits set by the Dunbarton Zoning Ordinance
and enforcement of its decision rest with the Selectmen
RespectfijUy submitted,
Kevin McDevitt, Chairman
Terrance Swain, Vice Chairman
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DUNBARTON BOARD OF ASSESSORS
The Dunbarton Board of Assessors meet regularly on the third Tuesday of each month
The three member board is elected bv the Dunbarton residents
This past year the Board of Assessors reviewed applications for abatements and current
use penalties with Town Assessor, Compton French The Board reviewed
correspondence from the New Hampshire Board of Land and Tax Appeals, working with
residents getting non-buildable lot agreements Also current use applications were
reviewed and accepted and releases from current use were signed Application for a tax
exemption for town Church properties was accepted
The Board discussed timber values and signed the Tax Warrants. Also discussed was the
use of property inventory forms and the importance of these forms to the town and town
assessor. These forms were discontinued by the Board of Selectmen
The Board reviewed bids submitted for appraisal services and also attended the
NHAAO/DRA state statues course Inventory of taxable properties, MS-1, were
reviewed Information from the Department of Revenue Administration on the new
regulations on elderly exemptions were reviewed. The board also met with building
inspector, Ray Simard, regarding the inspection status sheet
The Board of Assessors would like to thank Compton French, Janice Jelley and George





Dunbarton Board of Assessors
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DUNBARTON VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
The Dunbarton Volunteer Fire Department responded to 158 calls for assistance during
1996 This is one call shy of last year 1996 was the second year of enhanced 91
1
emergency phone service We urge all residents to use this number as it gives us the
correct address from which the call is being made Additionally, residents should make
sure their house number is posted so emergency personnel can see it from the road
The Fire Department is always looking for new members. If you would enjoy
volunteering your time to help your neighbors in a time of need, please let the department
know People interested can stop by the station on Monday nights and pick up an
application or just ask any member for an application.
I would like to thank all the volunteer members who have donated numerous hours
training, maintaining equipment and responding to calls. This would not be possible
without the cooperation from the Dunbarton Police Department, Highway Department,
the Board of Selectmen, and everyone who has supported the Department's efforts in the
past year We look forward to your continued support this year
Respectftilly submitted,
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FOREST FIRE WARDEN'S REPORT
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Ranger, contact your
local Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required before doing any open
burning Violations of RSA 227-L: 17, the fire pennit law and the other burning laws of
the State of New Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines of up to $2,000 and/or
a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all fire suppression costs.
There are ten Forest Rangers who work for the N.H Division of Forests and Lands,
Forest Protection Bureau State Forest Rangers are available to assist communities with
forest fire and timber harvest laws. If you have any questions regarding forest fire or
timber harvest laws please call our office at 271-2217.
The State ofNew Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols and 3 contract
aircraft patrols. This early detection and reports from citizens aid in the quick response
from local fire departments
1996 FIRE STATISTICS
(Cost Shared)













"REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES!"
Belknap
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DNBARTOR
Vp^^UNJ^ER FIRT
Funds raised from the Fire Department's Chicken Barbeque in June of 1996 were
used to purchase the beautifiil new sign that now graces our Fire Station
Volunteers, shown above, hung the sign on a cold day in October of 1996
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DUNBARTON POLICE DEPARTMENT
Ihe past year has been a ver> bus\ one for the I^inbarton I'olice Department. At last year's town meeting, the town's
people approved the hinng of a full-time police officer. We advertised for this position and received several
applications. After reviewing the applications, we inter\iewed those who qualified for the town's needs Timothy
Locke, a part-time officer for the Town of Dunbarton. was among the appUcants and upon completion of the hiring
process which included oral inter\'ievvs. medical examination, polygraph and background investigation. OfTicer Locke
was the most qualified candidate. Therefore, he was hu-ed for the position of Dunbarton's first full-time police officer.
Ihose who served on the oral mterview board were Corporal Bnice Matthews. NIL State Police: Lred Mullen. Town
Moderator. Chief Jim McLaughlin. New Boston Police Depart : Chief J. R Sw mdlehurst. Dunbarton Lue Dept.;
Officer Ernie Hohn. Dimbarton Police Dept.; and Chief Donald Andrews. Dunbarton Police Dept
Officer Locke was officially sworn in on July 1 1. 1096 and he will attend Police Standards & 1 raining in Apnl 1997.
Since the huing of a full-tmie officer, we have been able to improve the response tune to calls and we ha% e seen a
decline m some types of crime which we believe is due to the visibility of the officer in town. Officer Locke has been
able lo .solve two break-in cases in less than a 24 hour period. Additionally, in an attempt to enforce the speed limits
and ensure the safety of our citizens, we have been ninning radar ui all parts of town and there has been a substantial
increase m the number of motor vehicle stops this \ ear.
We have receiv ed many compliments on the visibility of the fiill-time officer. Due to the increased patrol time, our
\ehicles are requinng more maintenance, therefore, we w ill be requestmg that the town purchase a new cmiser next year
so that we may be able to continue to serve the town to the best of our abibt\ and provide safet>' for our otTicers.
Domestic disputes along with alcohol related problems contmue to be among our most senous problems Our
department has also been busA with accidents, anmial complamts and numerous false alarms with burglar alarm
systems
The Dunbarton PoUce Department has an openmg for a part-tune ofTicer and we currently have several applicants. If
anyone is interested, please contact the chief for qualifications
We also advertised for a part-tune secretary for the department and al^er conducting several interviews, Debbie
Andrews was the most qualified appbcant and was hired for this position. Debbie has provided excellent assistance
with our clerical needs.
The State Police have continued to assist us this year on many calls and we appreciate their support. Special thanks also
to the surrounding towns and especially Bow Dispatch for their professional assistance. Thanks also to the Dunbarton
Fu-e Department, the Board of Selectmen and to my fellow officers. 1 he members of the department ser\ mg the town
last year were Chief Donald Andrews. Officers Patrick Payette, ioc Milioto. Scott Wilson. John Swindlehurst. Ernie
Holm. Full-time Officer Timothy Locke and part-time Secretar> Debbie Andrews.








Police telephone (mcommg/outgomg calls) .'^280 M)65
Police radio transmissions 5671 67.12
58
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Started in the spring of 1994, the new addition for the Police
Department was completed by all volunteer help.
Dedication of the Police Station took place in August of 1995 with a ribbon cutting
ceremony (above) with Police Chief Don Andrews (left) and guest speaker Pat Buchanan.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT REPORT - 1996
Work continued this past year developing the Capital Area Hazardous Materials Plan with
the other seventeen towns in the Capital area. The purpose of this plan is to develop
polices and procedures for responding to hazardous material incidents in order to protect
the community from harmfijl and possible life threatening effects of a hazardous materials
release Hopefully the plan will be completed and adopted by this summer.
Providing emergency power at the Highway garage is under way and will be completed in
] 997 In case of a prolonged electrical outage it is essential that we are able to get ftiel
for fire and rescue apparatus, police vehicles, and highway equipment. This project will
allow us to do this.
The heavy snow storm in December that left a lot of residents without power for several
days prompted us to open the Community Center as an emergency shelter to provide a
place for people to get warm, sleep, eat or take a shower. About two dozen residents
took advantage of some service offered. I would like to thank all the people who helped
set up and run the shelter I would also like to thank the Dunbarton Country Store and
the Dunbarton PTO for their donation of food and coffee for the shelter.
I would like to thank the Fire, Police, Highway and School Departments and the
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AUDITOR'S REPORT - 1995
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of the Town of Dunbarton, New
Hampshire, as of December 31,1 Q95 and for the year then ended These general purpose
financial statements are the responsibility of the Town's management Our responsibility is to
express an opinion on these general purpose financial statements based on our audit
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the general purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit
includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
general purpose financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles
used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall general
purpose financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis
for our opinion.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets
account group, which should be included in order to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles The amounts that should be recorded as general fixed assets are not known
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described in the
preceding paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to in the first paragraph
present fairiy, in all material respects the financial position of the Town of Dunbarton, New-
Hampshire, as of December 3
1
, 1995 and the results of its operations and the cash flows of its
proprietary and similar trust fund types for the year then ended in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial
statements taken as a whole The accompanying combining and individual ftind financial
statements listed as supporting schedules in the table of contents are presented for purposes of
additional analysis and are not a required part of the general purpose financial statements of the
Town of Dunbarton, New Hampshire. Such information has been subjected to the auditing
procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose financial statements and, in our opinion, is
fairiy stated in all material respects in relation to the general purpose financial statements taken as
a whole
Respectfijlly submitted.
Mason & Rich Professional Association
Accountants and Auditors
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DUNBARTON RECREATION COMMISSION
This past year the Dunbarton Recreation Commission has been very active sponsoring various
programs for the community This year the commission has been involved with sponsoring a new
line dancing program for adults The program attracted at its height over thirty adults of all ages.
The recreation commission has continued its sponsorship of this activity after the introductory
session was completed.
The commission also sponsored a senior trip to the LaSallette shrine in Enfield, New Hampshire
to see the Christmas display The commission provided a bus to transport the seniors The shrine
itself was free to all who attended.
Last summer the commission sponsored an evening basketball camp for students in grades three
through six. There was no cost to individuals who participated in the camp
The commission also took an active part in the Dunbarton Old Home Day celebration by
providing money for entertainment and also putting in two sets of horseshoe pits behind the
firehouse for the Old Home Day and hopes that these pits will be used by Dunbarton residents
during the year at their leisure The commission also helped with the monthly breakfasts
We as a commission are also involved with the traditional sports recreation activities and special
events for the children and young adults of Dunbarton
As in the past one of our greatest needs is more field space for our activities and possibly the
opportunity to develop a town park In the spring the commission along with the Selectmen are
going to explore a parcel of land available in the town for these activities
We are also asking for help from any senior in town who has an idea for a senior activity that the
commission can sponsor.
The members of the commission would also like to thank the individuals who helped re-surface
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HISTORICAL AWARENESS COMMITTEE
The Dunbarton Historical Awareness Committee was formed by a vote of the Town in
1992 We are charged with identifying and documenting historical buildings and sites
throughout the town and providing historicaiyeducational material for the elementary
school children
At an owner's request, we research and document a house and provide a plaque indicating
the original owner's name and date of construction. As we are non-fijnded by the Town,
we gratefully accept donations To date over 45 plaques have been installed within the
town and we are currently involved in research on several homes Our Plaque project
requires extensive research and one of the joys of this endeavor is the discovery of facts
not previously known. An example being the "long lost" home of Dr. William Dugall.
According to early town records, in 1785 the Dunbarton selectmen granted a request by
Dr William Dugall He asked permission to construct his house on the Parson's lot and
"to have use of the land until such time as there is a minister settled upon it". The first
minister arrived in 1789 In 1796, before moving to Upper Canada, the Dugalls sold their
"house, bam, fences and other things", whereupon, John Thompson acquired the buildings
and moved them to his vacant lot V2 mile north of the Center. This tiny house, scarcely 24
feet square, now forms the nucleus of the home at 53 Stark Highway North.
Our Walking, Bicycle and Auto Tours of various sections of town have proved to be
extremely popular and well received. They are constantly being updated. Copies are
available at the Town Clerk's Office, the Library or through any Committee member.
It is our hope to issue a publication which will contain all of the historical data and
photographs of the buildings and sites in Dunbarton which have received a Plaque.
Our Video Project has been placed on a temporary hold until such time as our small
committee can find the time necessary to complete this extensive undertaking
Should anyone be interested in a Plaque and wants historical research done on their old
home, please contact the Chair of this committee We would appreciate volunteers to
work on our projects,
Respectfijlly submitted,
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DUMBARTON OLD HOME DAY COMMITTEE
In April, a few residents formed a committee to plan activities for Old Home Day As the
plans grew so did the idea of an official committee We presented our idea to the
Selectmen and were appointed as an official town committee.
The Committee members elected the following officers Co-Chairs, Karen Lessard and
Allison Swindlehurst, Secretary/Treasurer, Lyle Brandt.
The 1996 Old Home Day was held on August 3, 1996 Funds were raised through
breakfasts, tee shirt sales and sales of food during the days events Many residents
donated time and money to make this a fun day for all
Planning is under way for Old Home Day 1997 to be held July 19th Members have
requested funds from the Selectmen for this years festivities to make the day bigger and
better. The committee is still serving breakfast once a month and also selling glass
medallions of the town seal. As we do every year, imprinted tee shirts will be sold with
the theme "Once Home Always Home"
We would like to thank everyone who helped out one way or the other and we hope




OLD HOME DAY COMMITTEE - FINANCL^L REPORT - 1996
Beginning Balance 5/16/96 $1,277 28
Contributions and Receipts 8,077.80
Interest on Investments 21.16
Total Available Funds $9,376 24
Expenditures $ 5,937 02
Ending Balance 12/3 1/96 $ 3,439 22
Lyle Brandt, Treasurer
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COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
BELKNAP-MERRIMACK COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
SUMMARY OF SERVICES PROVIDED TO DUNBARTON RESIDENTS IN 1996
COMMODITY SUPPLEMENTAL FOOD PROGRAM - A nutrition program that offers
participants free nutritious foods to supplement their daily diet. The program serves children under
six years of age, women during pregnancy and up to 12 months after the birth of their baby and low
income elderly Food is distributed from our Concord warehouse Value $22 21 per unit (An
individual may not be enrolled in both the WIC program and CSFP but a family may have members
on both programs.)
305 Packages 25 Persons $ 6,774.05
WOMEN, INFANTS AND CHILDREN - Provides specific food to supplement daily diet of pregnant
or nursing women as well as children under five Participants receive medical/nutritional screening,
counseling and education. Value includes cost of vouchers and clinical services at $38.50 per unit.
202 Vouchers 1 7 Persons $ 7,777.00
FUEL ASSISTANCE - Available to income eligible households to help with energy costs during the
prime heating season. Priority is given to the elderly and disabled. The average benefit for the 95-96
program was $334 00
15 Applications 30 Individuals $5,215.84
USDA COMMODITY FOODS - Distribution of Federal Surplus Foods to income eligible people
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COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
BELKNAP-MERRIMACK COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
SUMMARY OF SERVICES PROVIDED TO DUNBARTON RESIDENTS IN 1996
CAP TRANSPORTATION provides regularly scheduled transportation to and from towns in
Belknap and Merrimack Counties to medical and professional facilities, shopping centers, and
congregate meal sites Value $5 56 per ridership
14 Rides 1 Person $ 89 04
MEALS-ON-WHEELS provides the delivery of nutritionally balanced hot meals to homebound
elderly or adult residents five days per week. Value $5 91 per meal
28 Meals 1 Person $ 165 48
EMERGENCY FOOD PANTRIES provide up to three days of food for people facing temporary
food crisis Value $3 00 per meal
54 Meals 6 Persons $ 162 00
HEAD START is a child development program serving children before they enter public school
Classroom and in-home learning services are provided for both children and their families Value
$5783 per child
2 Children $11,566 00
NEIGHBOR HELPING NEIGHBOR FUND awards grants up to $250 to people facing energy
emergencies but not eligible for fijel assistance
1 Grant 3 Persons $ 150 00
GRAND TOTAL $32,100 86
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL - CAP provides utility, landlord/tenant, legal and health
counseling, as well as referrals for housing, transportation and other life concerns These
support/advocacy services are not tracked.
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BIRTHS REGISTERED IN DUNBARTON - 1996
DATE OF BIRTH NAME PLACE Of BIRTH NAME OF PARENTS
Jan 7, 1996
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BIRTHS REGISTERED IN DUNBARTON - 1996































































































I hereby certify that the above is correct
of my knowledge and belief
according to the best
Irene Thalheimer, Town Clerk
— 6S
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DEATHS REGISTERED IN DUNBARTON - 1996
DATE QF DEATH NAME PLACE QF DEATH NAMES QF PARENTS
Dec 12, 1995
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MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN DUNBARTON - 1996
DATE OF MARRIAGE NAMES OF GROOM AND PRIDE RESIDENCE


























































I hereby certify that the above is correct according to the best
of my knowledge and belief
Irene Thalheimer, Town Clerk
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DUMBARTON SCHOOL BOARD
Term Expires
Diana Jenkins, Chair 1997
Betty Ann Noyes, Vice Chair 1998
Kenneth Swayze 1999
OFFICERS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
Ternn Expires
Moderator Frederick Mullen 1999
Clerk Joanne Johnson 1999
Treasurer Susan V. Chase 1999
Auditor John Herlihy 1997
ADMINISTRATION
Interim Superintendent of Schools Eugene W. Ross
Assistant Superintendent Charles A. Gaides
Assistant Superintendent Carolann Wais
Business Manager Roger Descheneau
DUNBARTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STAFF
Principal/Reading Specialist Mary Starvish
Grades 1/2 Roger Blazon
Grades 1/2 Susan Johonnett
Grades 1/2 Sia Mouratidis-Prive
Grade 3 Bonni Bateman
Grades Joan Livsey
Grade 4 Carol Harris
Grade 4 William Zeller
Grade 5 Lucille Corriveau
Grade 6 Mary Bender
Art Michelle Robitaille
Guidance Counselor Mary Frances AmRhein
Librarian Lorraine Forest
Music Anna Carlson
Physical Education Nancy Joy
School Nurse Ellen Warecki
Special Education Karyn Noterman
Speech Pathologist Maureen Heckman
Certified Occupational Therapist Assistant Jean Clougherty
Counselor of the Deaf Patricia Tetreault-Frohloff
OccupationalTherapist Barbara Weeks
Teacher of Hearing Impaired Julie Patch
Teacher of Visually Impaired Renee Wilbanks
Administrative Assistant Betty Ann Monahan
Food Service Director Celeste Matras
Cafeteria Helper Linda Parkerson
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Head Custodian Frank Tillotson, Jr.




Library Aide Melissa Fandrich
Speech Aide Margaret Pierson
Teacher Aide Deanna Poulin
Teacher Aide Martha Rae
Title I Aide (federally funded) Leone Mullen
OCTOBER 1ST ENROLLMENTS 1993 - 1997 **
DUNBARTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
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DUNBARTON SCHOOL BOARD REPORT
In August of 1 996 we welcomed new principal, Mary Starvish to Dunbarton Elementary School.
We began the school year with a new classroom teacher—Sia Prive (replacing Barbara Barton),
a new physical education teacher—Nancy Joy (replacing Jackie Moulton), and a new Special
Education teacher—Karyn Noterman (replacing Sandy Scruton).
This school year we have continued with the 1/2 multiage program. We again have three class-
rooms with this configuration; Sia Prive has joined multiage teachers, Susan Johnnett and Roger
Blazon. Last year's first grade students have stayed together in each of the classrooms for
second grade and welcomed in a new group of first year students this past September. With this
specific program in its second year, the staff has been able to build on it and develop it more.
Due to space constraints, our 31 third grade students are team taught in one room by teachers,
Bonnie Bateman and Joan Livsey. Space has been tight—especially for storage of winter coats,
hats, mittens, and boots for 31 children—but they are making the best of it.
This year a departmentalized intermediate program for grades 4-5-6 was introduced. Each
class of students has time in the morning with their "home room" teacher. Then each class of
students moves to different rooms for different subjects on a rotating basis. Carol Harris teaches
Social Studies. Bill Zeller teaches Science. Lucille Corriveau teaches Math and Mary Bender
teaches Language Arts. The day ends for students back in their "home room." This program
allows all our students to have equal amounts of time in all of these academic areas. Since each
staff member has the students for three years, they can continually build on what the students
have learned in light of the NH State Frameworks. We have received positive feedback from
parents and the staff. We plan to have this program continue.
Our School Board Committees have been active again this year. Their reports are later in this
Town Report. The Board would like to thank each of the committees. Your time and hard work
are greatly appreciated.
Among the many things the Board has been working on this year, reviewing and updating our
Policy Handbook has been one of our major tasks. Copies of the Dunbarton School District
Policy Handbook are kept at the Dunbarton Town Libraiy and the Dunbarton Elementary School
Library to be used by the community.
Some of the issues the Board continues to pursue are:
* Adequate space - Needed space for our school population and theLibrary/lnformation Center.
* To see that the NH State Frameworks continue to be implemented within our school and we
continue to evaluate our programbased on these frameworks.
* Researching the factors involved in calculating our per pupil cost.
* Keeping current on potential legislation at the state level that will affect delivery of educational
services at our local level (financial and philosophical).
The Board continues to try to improve communication with the community. We have produced
and distributed two more issues of the Dunbarton School News this year, and a third is currently
in process and should be in your mailbox the first week in March. We encourage you to attend
monthly Board meetings to see what the Board is doing, as well as to voice your thoughts and
concerns so we can have your input. Dunbarton Elementary School is our community's school
and we hope that will continue to include active participation by our community. We believe that
it takes an entire community to educate a child.
Dunbarton School Board
Diana Jenkins, Betty Ann Noyes, Ken Swayze
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RECORD OF THE DUNBARTON SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
SATURDAY, MARCH 9, 1996
The annual school district meeting of the Town of Dunbarton was called to order by mod-
erator, Leslie G. Hammond at 1:42 PM. The moderator asked Mr. Zeller to lead the as-
sembly in the Pledge of Allegiance. After announcements, the moderator thanked Gayle































The moderator acknowledged that the 1995 Town Report is dedicated to Jean Markey
Hodgman. The moderator then explained the parliamentary procedure generally accepted,
yet flexible, to the assembly and read the warrant. The moderator referred to the articles
on page 105 of the Town Report and mentioned that there are extra pages 107 and 111
available if anyone has a Report missing those pages.
The moderator accepted a motion, which was seconded, to suspend further reading of the
warrants, which was passed on voice vote.
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The moderator turned over the floor to the school board for special presentations. Joreen
Hendry presented a certificate to Scott Ives for serving as School District Clerk for the
period 1994-96. Joreen Hendry presented a plaque to Leslie Hammond for service as
School District Moderator from 1 984-96. Betty Ann Noyes recognized the service of retir-
ing board member, Joreen Hendry and presented her with a plaque. Ms. Diana Jenkins
also spoke in recognition of Joreen Hendry's service and presented her with a quilt signed
by the students and staff of the Dunbarton Elementary School.
The moderator called on Kim Belanger to give the report of the Long Range Planning
Committee. Ms. Belanger reviewed the revised charge of the Committee and then re-
ferred to Article #4 which relates to studying the possibility and advantages of entering into
a Cooperative School District arrangement. She then circulated a sign-up list for people
who are willing to volunteer and be part of a Community Resource Guide for the school.
ARTICLE 1
Joreen Hendry moved that the District vote to raise and appropriate the sum of EIGHT
HUNDRED THIRTY THOUSAND DOLIJ\RS ($830,000.00) for the construction of the
additions to the Dunbarton Elementary School, and for the payment of furnishings, equip-
ment, architectural and other fees, site development and related incidental and necessary
costs for such construction and existing school renovation pursuant to the plans and speci-
fications as may be approved by the school board. Motion was seconded by Betty Ann
Noyes.
The moderator explained that this article requires 2/3 vote by ballot to pass. The modera-
tor turned over the floor to Ms. Hendry to read the warrant article with the following words
added to the Town Report copy at the end of (1) "interest up to $50,000 from the proceed
of the sale."
Ms. Hendry introduced the Co-chairs of the Space Needs Committee, Katie McDonald
and Connie Rakowski, to present the Space Needs Committee report regarding Article 1
(written reports included). Ms. McDonald introduced the members of the Space Needs
Committee and Mr. Fred Matuszewski of CM K Architects. Ms. McDonald explained the
population projection analysis and the rationale for concluding that the school needs more
space. Ms. McDonald went over all the options to increase space and why most of them
were rejected by the committee. The plan as proposed would result in 1 total classrooms
and to be renovation of the existing space. Connie Rakowski presented the plan for the
building addition and renovation (PLAN E).
Ms. Rakowski said the average impact of the bond expense on an average property of
$1 00,000 would be about $45 (higher first years, lower subsequent years), with the impact
to be felt beginning FY 1998 (first bond payment to be made from funds in the capital
reserve fund).
If approved, building/renovation would begin during the summer of 1996 effecting some
classroom disruption for 4 months.
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The moderator opened the floor for discussion. There was lengthy discussion both in
favor of and opposed to the proposal and questions were raised regarding the need for the
space and population projections.
The board and Space Needs Committee members answered questions about the addition
of a ninth teacher for the 1996-97 school year, the cost of a larger addition, and the con-
struction timetable.
The moderator read the motion and explained the procedure for voting by ballot. The
balloting commenced at 3:45 PM. A short break in the meeting was declared until 4:23
PM. The moderator left the polls open until 4:45 PM.
ARTICLE 2
Diana Jenkins moved that the salaries of the School Board and Truant Officer and of any
other officer or agent of the district be accepted as printed in the Town Report. The motion
was seconded by Joreen Hendry.
Motion passed by show of hands.
ARTICLE 3
A motion was made by Betty Ann Noyes that the reports of agents, auditors, committees,
or officers of the district be accepted as presented in the Town Report, as well as the Long
Range Planning report presented at this meeting. Diana Jenkins seconded the motion.
Motion passed by show of hands.
ARTICLE 4
Diana Jenkins moved that the District vote to form a Cooperative School District Planning
Board with members appointed by the School Board of each district (Goffstown, Dunbarton,
New Boston) for the purpose of studying the advisability of establishing a cooperative
school district. Motion was seconded by Joreen Hendry.
Article passed by show of hands with no discussion.
Barry Lussier was recognized by the moderator and made a motion to pass over articles 5
and 6, and go to article 7. The moderator did not accept the motion, but accepted a motion
to advance to article 7.
ARTICLE 7
Joreen Hendry moved that the district raise and appropriate the sum of two million two
hundred forty-two thousand four hundred two dollars ($2,242,402.00) for the support of
the schools, for the payment of salaries to school district officials and agents, and for the
payment of salaries for school district officials and agents, and for the payment of statutory
and contractual obligations of the District. Betty Ann Noyes seconded. Joreen Hendry
referred to page 1 07, indicating that the budget reflects an increase of less than 2% over
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last year's budget.
Discussion followed regarding the collective bargaining process currently going on with
the teachers, and other items relative to line 1100 in the budget.
Barry Lussier was recognized by the nnoderator and expressed concern that teachers
were given a salary increase last year. Joreen Hendry said that the increase given was
from an unexpected savings from retirements, and so the board decided to give the teach-
ers part of what they asked for without impacting the tax rate.
Joe Simmons asked how much is saved if the reading specialist's time is cut from two
days per week to one. Joreen Hendry said $6,781 would be the increase to the budget to
restore the reading specialist. Mr. Simmons motioned to amend line 1100, and increase it
by $6,781 to restore the reading specialist to two days a week (to read $362,1 83 in section
1100). The motion was seconded. Betty Ann Noyes explained how cuts were made to
accommodate the ninth teacher.
Motion passed by a vote of 54 in favor, 43 opposed.
Betty Ann Noyes discussed Line 1200, Special Education. There is a slight decrease in
salaries and tuition due to changes in personnel and the bottom line for speech services is
reduced.
Line 2112 was addressed by Diana Jenkins, line 21 23 has been reduced as the guidance
counselor's time will be reduced from 3 to 2 days week; line 2130, the nurse's salary is
slightly increased. Joreen Hendry spoke of line 2210 and the corrected amount (insert)
and that there is a decrease. Diana Jenkins explained lines 2222, 2311, 2312, 2313,
231 5, 231 6, 231 7. Betty Ann Noyes discussed line 2321 . Joreen Hendry discussed line
2410.
The remainder of the budget was presented without discussion. Total proposed expendi-
tures of $2,249,183.00 (original proposal plus increase of $6,781 for reading specialist)
represents an increase of 2.2% overall and approximate impact upon the tax rate of $0.41
.
Barry Lussier asked for total with amendment. Mr. Lussier moved to cut the overall budget
to $2,200,000. Seconded.
Discussion ensued in favor and against the amendment. Mr. Lussier asked for secret
ballot. A secret ballot was held on the amendment to change the budget to $2,200,000.
The votes for this amendment of ARTICLE 7 were as follows: of a total of 1 55 ballots cast,
112 no, 43 yes. The amendment was defeated.
Bob Ray moved to increase the total of the budget by $9,646 to conform with the step
increases for the teachers' 1 993 contract. Motion was seconded. Betty Ann Noyes asked
for legal opinion from Thomas Barry regarding such as amendment. Betty Ann Noyes
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explained that the board and the teachers are in a fact-finding process and that the board
is allowed to level fund the budget. Mr. Barry explained that because the district is still in
negotiations, that the amendment can only be considered advisory. Vote was taken and
the amendment to raise the budget to $2,258,829 was defeated (42 in favor, 71 opposed).
The amended main motion of $2,249,1 83.00 was brought to a vote and passed by a show
of hands. Total budget amount was confirmed by Joreen Hendry to be $2,249,1 83.00 with
consideration of corrections and amendment.
ARTICLE 1
The moderator announced that the vote for ARTICLE 1 was counted and the result was
129 in favor, and 98 against, and there were 225 ballots given out. The motion was
defeated as it did not receive the two thirds majority needed to pass. The moderator
explained that he had announced the result of the vote on Article 1 and if there is to be any
further dealings with this article it must occur now. He stated that he would not allow
further dealings with this article if the meeting were to move on to other articles.
Rene Ouelette moved that Article 1 be reconsidered, seconded by Jan Zeller. The mod-
erator read the statute which allows a reconsideration but it must be at least 7 days after
this day and must be published. Discussion ensued. A vote was taken and the motion
passed by a show of hands.
ARTICLE 5
The moderator read the article. Betty Ann Noyes moved (Diana Jenkins seconded) that
the district vote to withdraw twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) from the Capital Re-
serve Fund established in 1991 for the purpose of capital improvements and appropriate
said sum for the purpose of repair of the school roof, and designate the school board as
agents to expend said sum. She addressed the article briefly. In response to a question
from the floor as to what would happen if Article 1 eventually passes, she stated that
$25,000 less would be withdrawn from the Capital Reserve Fund. Vote taken, Article 5
passed by a show of hands.
ARTICLE 6
Ms. Noyes moved to pass over article 6. Motion seconded by Diana Jenkins and passed
by a show of hands.
ARTICLE 8
John Herlihy moved that the District increase the School Board from three (3) to five (5)
members beginning in 1997. Motion seconded. He addressed the article briefly. Motion
passed by a show of hands.
ARTICLE 9
The moderator recognized a motion from the floor to adjourn. All in favor stood to signify
acceptance. The Meeting was adjourned at 6:24 PM until such time as Article 1 will be
reconsidered by the District.
7.S
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RESULTS OF THE VOTE FOR SCHOOL DISTRICT:





For Moderator for three years:
Fred J. Mullen 500 votes
For Clerk for three years:
Joanne Johnson 475 votes
For Treasurer for three years:
Susan V. Chase 464 votes
For Auditor for one year:
John Herlihy 442 votes
Respectfully Submitted,
JoAnne Malloy, School District Clerk
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DUMBARTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
RECONVENED SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
4/9/96
MEETING OPENED BY MODERATOR AT 7:05 PM.
TOWN OFFICIALS PRESENT
School Board Members: Diana Jenkins, Chairperson
Betty Ann Noyes, Vice-Chairperson
Ken Swayze
SAL) Officials: Eugene W. Ross, Interim Superintendent
Charles Gaides, Assistant Superintendent
Moderator: Leslie Hammond
School District Clerk: JoAnne Malloy
Architect: Alvin Corzelius
School District Legal Counsel: Douglas Hatfield
ARTICLE 1 : AS PRINTED IN THE WARRANT...READ BY MODERATOR LES HAMMOND:
1. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of EIGHT HUNDRED
THIRTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($830,000.00) for the construction of additions to the
Dunbarton Elementary School, and for the payment of furnishings, equipment, architec-
tural and other fees, site development and related incidental and necessary costs for such
construction and existing school renovation pursuant to the plans and specifications as
may be approved by the School Board, copies of which shall be on file with the School
Administrative Unit #19 Office in Goffstown, New Hampshire, and the payment of principal
and interest due during the 1996-97 school year on the indebtedness therefor; and to
raise such sum (1) by the issuance of bonds or notes of the District in an amount not to
exceed SEVEN HUNDRED SIXTY-SIX THOUSAND DOLLARS ($766,000.00) in accor-
dance with the provisions of the New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated, the form
and terms of said bonds or notes including the time and place for the payment of interest,
the rate of interest, and provisions for the sale of said bonds, or notes and all other matters
in connection therewith to be left to the discretion of the School Board, and further, to
specifically appropriate to the payment of the costs of said construction any interest which
may be earned on the proceeds of the sale of the bonds or notes or any premium there-
from; and (2) by the withdrawal of SIXTY-FOUR THOUSAND DOLLARS ($64,000.00)
from the
Capital Reserve Fund established in 1991 for the purpose of capital improvements; or to
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take any other action in relation thereto.
Diana Jenkins moved that the District vote to raise and appropriate the sum of SIX HUN-
DRED NINETY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($690,000.00) for the construction of additions to
the Dunbarton Elementary School and for the payment of furnishings, equipment and
architectural and other fees, site development and related incidental and necessary costs
for such construction and existing school renovations pursuant to the plans and specifica-
tions as may be approved by the School Board, copies of which shall be on file with the
School Administrative Unit #19 Office in Goffstown, New Hampshire, and the payment of
principal and interest due during the 1996-97 school year on the indebtedness therefor;
and to raise such sum (1) by the issuance of bonds or notes of the District in an amount
not to exceed SIX HUNDRED FIFTY-ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($651,000.00) in ac-
cordance with the provisions of the New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated, the form
and terms of said bonds or notes including the time and place for the payment of interest,
the rate of interest, and provisions for the sale of said bonds, or notes and all other matters
in connection therewith to be left to the discretion of the School Board, and further, to
specifically appropriate to the payment of the costs of said construction any interest up to
FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($50,000.00) which may be earned on the proceeds of the
sale of the bonds or notes or any premium therefrom; and (2) by the withdrawal of THIRTY-
NINE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($39,000.00) from the Capital Reserve Fund established in
1991 for the purpose of capital improvements. Betty Ann Noyes seconded the motion.
A presentation was made by School Board member Ken Swayze. Mr. Swayze stated that
the Board reduced the costs by more than $100,000 to respond to the concerns of town
members regarding need and cost. Mr. Swayze stated that numbers of students are real,
so the Board looked at costs and directed architect to cut the total costs. Cost cutting
includes:
Eliminating $40,000 for paving
Reduced sizes of classes
Removed centralized space
No roofing costs
The state reimburses 30% of costs—so the bond proposal will be less than $500,000.00
once completed.
Betty Ann Noyes explained the current class configuration. The current building has 7
classrooms. Part of the Resource Center is gone and is being used as a classroom. Next
year there will be a need for 9 classrooms. Mrs. Noyes stated that in order to have space
for the kids now, and to have a library in the school, additional space is needed.
The floor was then given to Connie Rakowski and Katie McDonald, Space Needs Commit-
tee Co-chairpersons. A handout was given showing revised space plans and budget for
the bond issue. Ms. McDonald presented the UNH population projections. Range of 36-
13 students in each grade. Ms. Rakowski discussed the dollar changes which result in a
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total request for $651 ,000.00 instead of $766,000.00. Ms. Rakowski stated that, over the
life of the bond, the average annual cost to a taxpayer would be about $47 for a $1 00,000
home for a ten year bond (changed from 15 year bond). Interest costs are lowered be-
cause of reduced principal and interest. The Capital Reserve Fund request is $39,000
instead of $64,000 because the District already voted to appropriate $25,000 for roof
repairs.
The architect from CMK (Al Corzelius) was recognized to speak. Barry Lussier asked that
the Architect be approved to speak by the District. Diana Jenkins moved and Betty Ann
Noyes seconded that Mr. Corzelius be allowed to address the meeting. Motion passed by
a show of hands.
Mr. Corzelius outlined the major parts of the project. Renovations and reconfigurations
include:
* Remove portable classroom walls
* Put in fixed equipment and add hot water
* Ceiling removed and improve insulation, drywall, improve ceiling and put in new ceiling
* Corridors will be installed
* Bring the building up to safety codes
* New flooring and ceilings, replacing the classroom windows with full size windows
which can provide added safety as emergency exits
* The addition: four classrooms, two of which were downsized
* Site work has been reduced to only that work necessary
* Estimate made by Northbridge Construction - Mr. Corzelius stated that they have had
a good track record on estimating costs.
If project is approved, the architect will meet with Fire and Police Departments to ensure
safety compliance.
Barry Lussier moved to table the warrant article until the next regularly scheduled school
district meeting in March of 1997. Seconded from the floor. Motion defeated by show of
hands.
Question asked about longer term growth demands. Katie McDonald said they have
looked at several years out. Need seems to peak in 1998 at 10 classrooms. There is less
reliability in numbers the further one goes into the future—trend seems to indicate some
steadying of numbers after 1998.
Barry Lussier was given the floor and handed out sheets of his own comparison of expen-
ditures since 1974 up to 96-97 school year. Mr. Lussier stated that the $500,000 cost
estimate of the project is a "bold faced lie." Mr. Lussier suggested paying in cash, putting
$70,000 in this year. Mr. Lussier said that two new classrooms can be put on for $1 25,000.
Responses from the floor: Kevin Soles stated this is a good time to borrow money. Rick
Antonia was recognized and stated his support of the proposal and commended the com
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mittee for keeping the costs down.
Larry Cook spoke in support of the project and indicated there is time allotted for
public input at public hearings and budget meetings.
Steve Jones was recognized and stressed that there are a number of safety issues being
addressed by this project and supports it for those alone.
The motion was then reread by the Moderator, who explained that voting for the motion
must be by paper ballot and that polls will be open for an hour. The Moderator then
recessed the meeting at 8:01 PM.
The Moderator declared the polls closed at 9:03 PM and reconvened the meeting at 9:35
PM. Betty Ann Noyes moved that the meeting be adjourned, seconded by Diana Jenkins.
This motion passed by a show of hands. The Moderator declared the meeting adjourned
at 9:37 PM. The Moderator read the vote count on the motion:
In Favor: 176
Opposed: 151
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Record of the Special School District Meeting
Saturday, November 9, 1996
The Special School District Meeting of the Town of Dunbarton was called to order by
moderator, Fred Mullen, at 2 p.m. The moderator asked Mr. Zeller to lead the assembly
in the Pledge of Allegiance. The moderator noted the emergency exits. The moderator
noted that purple voting cards were needed to vote and could be obtained from the
Supervisor of the Checklist. Gayle and Dan Troy were offered the town's thanks for,
once again, providing the sound system and their expertise. The moderator then
































The moderator then explained parliamentary procedure and read the Superior Court
Decree of 9/17/96.
Motion (from the floor) to waive the reading of the warrant, seconded. The motion was
passed on a voice vote.
Article 1
Diana Jenkins made a motion to receive the factfinder's report, seconded. Mrs. Jenkins
gave background information on the discussions and two mediation sessions prior to
the 3/96 School District Meeting. An offer was made, which was refused by the
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Dunbarton Education Association (Association). This led to a need for the factfinder,
in which two parties present their sides to a third party. The factfinder's report was
reviewed by both the Dunbarton School Board (Board) and Dunbarton Education
Association, and accepted by the Association and rejected by the Board. The Board's
basis was that it was not economically in the best interest of the town. The Board and
the Association were unsuccessful in reaching an agreement. Since the factfinder's
report was accepted by the Association, it had to be brought to the voters at a Special
District Meeting.
The moderator asked for discussion on Article 1. A motion to allow Mary Bender (a
nonresident) to present the Association's views was passed on a voice vote.
Mary Bender was recognized but said that she was not prepared to make a statement
because she didn't think she would be allowed to and said that Susan Johonnett was
prepared to make a statement.
Susan Johonnett was recognized and asked Diana Jenkins to clarify what she said
earlier about the Association being offered a step increase.
Diana Jenkins was recognized and said it occurred during the second mediation session
in which the Board offered a three year agreement. Mrs. Jenkins said the offer was
made for year one.
Mary Bender was recognized and said the offer which was made was for no raise in
year one, 1/2 step increase in year two and one step increase in the third year. Mrs.
Bender questioned why the Board was unwilling to negotiate prior to this meeting and
said the point that Mrs. Jenkins made was misleading and incorrect.
Susan Johonnett was recognized and displayed two documents, one being the
Association's brief and the other being the factfinder's report. Mrs. Johonnett reviewed
the issues brought up in the factfinder's report. Ms. Johonnett stated that the salary
exhibit misled the Board and it understated comparable salaries by several thousand
dollars.
Fred asked whether the voters wanted to accept or reject the factfinder's report now.
John Herlihy was recognized and asked if we were voting on any money matters. Mr.
Herlihy asked the Board to explain the Evergreen clause.
Betty Ann Noyes was recognized and read the definition of the Evergreen clause.
John Herlihy was recognized and asked what the repercussions would be to the
taxpayers.
Betty Ann Noyes was recognized and stated the Board's legal counsel felt that yearly
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Step increases are not mandated.
Janet Zeller was recognized and stated that the voters need to accept the report first.
Dean Bacon was recognized and asked what the ramifications would be of not accepting
the report.
Diana Jenkins was recognized and stated that we would go to Article 2 anyway.
The moderator asked for a vote to receive the report of the factfinder. A motion was
passed on a voice vote.
Betty Ann Noyes was recognized and made a motion to raise $25,045, seconded.
The moderator read Article 2.
Betty Ann Noyes was recognized and stated that Article 2 was not recommended by
the Board.
The moderator opened the floor for discussion.
Betty Ann Noyes was recognized and gave a recent history of the last two School
District Meetings — March 1995 where, an increase of $290,000 (much beyond their
control) in the operating budget increased the school tax rate by $1 .82. Also in March
1 995 a collective bargaining supported by the Board and the DEA was soundly defeated.
When presenting the budget in March of 1996, the Board felt they had received a clear
mandate from the public; made many cuts, reduced personnel time, added a needed
teacher and kept the increase to 1 .93%. Simultaneously, the Board requested a plateau
on any change in teacher compensations for this year only. The Board did reject an
offer in early October for a step increase accompanied by a health insurance request
and a second year proposal. Our counteroffer was for no step, but with a health
insurance increase and second year increases. The Association rejected this offer.
The Board does not support the proposal for $25,045. Mrs. Noyes further stated the
Board's stand on compensation this year in no way changes the fact that they truly
value their staff and appreciate their work and their efforts.
Dan Gravas was recognized and said he had three problems with the factfinder's report:
1 . Ms. Brown is from Massachusetts, 2. the former 20 year step scale was cut back to
10 steps, and 3. there seems to be no end to the salary scale, it goes up and up.
Betty Ann Noyes was recognized and stated that the former 25 steps were consolidated
into 10 steps in conjunction with the DEA. The staff did not lose money. Mrs. Noyes
asked Mrs. Johonnett for confirmation, which was given.
Susan Johonnett was recognized and discussed a document which shows that there
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are few schedules with as many as 25 steps, most are in the 10-12 step category.
With the lesser amount of steps, a person working 5/6 years can make more money
than if spread over 25 steps.
Joanne Malloy was recognized to ask for clarification on the differing exhibits from the
Board and from the factfinder, each showing the DES teachers falling in opposite ends
of the spectrum concerning salaries.
Diana Jenkins was recognized to state that the exhibit on salary comparisons was not
a basis during negotiation on the part of the Board.
Joanne Malloy was recognized to ask which exhibit is accurate, the factfinder's or the
Board's exhibit?
Betty Ann Noyes was recognized to state that our teachers do not rank next to the
lowest. Mrs. Noyes said that the findings are questioned by the Board.
Joanne Malloy was recognized to ask what did the Board challenge.
Betty Ann Noyes was recognized to state that numbers can be taken and construed to
say what you want.
Susan Johonnett was recognized to address Mr. Herlihy's earlier question, that the
steps never change unless the taxpayers change it. Mrs. Johonnett explained the
Evergreen clause.
Ron Suzecki (?) was recognized to state that the teachers were given a raise last
summer that was not approved by the taxpayers.
Dan Lynch was recognized to ask why Exhibit 2 was missing from the factfinder's
report. He asked what towns were compared with Dunbarton within the exhibits.
Betty Ann Noyes was recognized and stated that the Board compared Dunbarton with
Bow, New Boston, Weare, Goffstown and Concord.
Mary Bender was recognized to state that Exhibit 2 was dismissed by the factfinder
because it was found to be false, misleading and understated DES salaries dramatically.
A woman was recognized to ask Mrs. Noyes to repeat when the Board's report was
accumulated and to ask the Association to respond to those figures.
Betty Ann Noyes was recognized and informed the voters that the Board report she
would give was compiled in the spring of 1996 and that our starting steps were higher
than those of surrounding towns. The scale was incepted that way a few years ago to
attract staff as they were scarcer then than they are today. It does not seem equitable
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to state we are second lowest of these surrounding communities because our final
step is lower.
Dan Lynch was recognized to ask what towns the Association compared Dunbarton
with.
Susan Johonnett was recognized to state that there were about 20 school districts,
including Bow, Hooksett and Hopkinton.
Dan Gravas was recognized to state that money has been added to the middle and
you can't add money now in the last five years.
Susan Johonnett was recognized to state she wasn't sure, the Board's figures are
probably correct, but what is the point? Mrs. Johonnett went on to say that the beginning
salaries can be any level you want, but the beginning doesn't mean anything unless
you look at-other steps.
John Herlihy was recognized to make a motion for a secret ballot.
The moderator gave directions for voting by secret ballot on Article 2. The voting
began at 3:00 p.m. The following voters signed the motion for a secret ballot: Stephanie
Herlihy, Kathleen Huot, Joseph Milioto, Sheree Westerlund, Allison Swindlehurst and
Karen Lessard.
The moderator asked if everyone had had a chance to vote and closed the polls at
3:20 p.m.
The moderator called the meeting to order at 3:30 p.m. Out of 110 votes cast, 38
voted yes and 71 voted no and one abstention. Motion was defeated.
The moderator moved on to Article 3.
Ken Swayze made a motion to adjourn the meeting, seconded.
Dan Gravas was recognized and made a motion to reconsider the vote on Article 2.
The moderator instructed the voters to vote yes to reconsider and no not to reconsider.
Stephanie Herlihy was recognized to ask if anyone could still vote once the polls were
closed and if anyone could ask to reconsider after the meeting was adjourned. The
moderator responded that no one else could vote and that once the meeting was
adjourned could not move to reconsider.
The moderator repeated a yes vote would be to reconsider and a no vote would be not
to reconsider.
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A woman was recognized and asked if another meeting could be called to reconsider.
The moderator responded, not if you vote no.
The motion to reconsider Article 2 was defeated by voice vote. The motion was made
to adjourn the meeting, seconded. The motion was approved on a voice vote. The
meeting was adjourned at 3:40 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Joanne M. Johnson, School District Clerk
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REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Dr. Eugene W. Ross, Interim Superintendent
1 996 brought numerous changes to SAD 1 9. A number of principals were replaced due to
resignations, retirements and desire to return to the classroom. We were very fortunate to
have a strong response to our request for candidates for Goffstown Area High School and
Mountain View Middle School. The search resulted in Mr Chris Mosca accepting the
position at the High School, and Rose Colby accepting the principalship at Mountain View.
In these few months of their tenure a decided improvement in general school management
is very evident. A superintendent and his assistants easily measure this fact by the reduction
in telephone calls and letters from individuals with concerns, questions or complaints relative
to the delivery system in place. We all look forward to a continued review and growth
process, and improving offerings and services to the students in these schools.
The elementary segment of SAD 19 saw the change in one principalship. Dunbarton
welcomed Mary Starvish to our administrative team replacing Bill Zeller who has returned
to the classroom in the Dunbarton Elementary School.
In June we welcomed Roger Descheneau to our SAU team as Business Manager. Roger
has been very busy revamping processes and procedures for improvement in reporting
and efficiency of operation. He was quickly baptized in the budget process and reporting
process for four entities rather than one district.
All elementary schools are heavily involved in the process of reviewing curriculum and
teaching strategies, now that we have data from at least three years of the statewide
assessment. These assessment results will impact tremendously on our grades one through
three curriculum review and modifications that had started earlier.
Curriculum committees also have been formed for grades four through six and seven
through ten. Much of this work will also center around the first year assessments given in
the Spring of 1 996 for the first time. As additional data from future years is gathered more
precise modifications will probably result.
Building projects, both actual and conceptual, continue to take a prominent place on agendas
in all three communities.
New Boston has blueprints with a planned presentation to school district voters in 1997.
Dunbarton continues to look at space needs with approximately 30 first graders planning
attendance in 1997.
The Goffstown School District's major emphasis will be a comprehensive study of the
High School, should the funds be approved by the voters. This activity will include review
of course offerings, space needed for those offerings, and then finally the reconfiguration
of the present school building to encompass the findings.
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Rehabilitation of the SAU offices continues to show taking place with nneeting space and
modified office space completed. Windows and siding projects are in progress and should
provide a building that all communities will be proud of for School District Headquarters.
1996 has been a very busy year with many students excelling academically, musically,
and in scholastic sports. We did have one school experience, a sad experience—the loss
of the Bartlett Hedgehog on its round the world trip.
In closing, I must state that the highlight of 1996 was the announcement by the State
Department of Education that Lynne Ellis, a teacher at Mountain View Middle School, was
chosen as the "New Hampshire Teacher of the Year."




One of my main tasks this year as a new principal has been to determine the strengths and
needs of the school. I have done this through my own observations, and by talking with
teachers, parents and community members, both informally and at a series of formal
meetings. Dunbarton Elementary School has many strengths. Among them are an
experienced dedicated staff, a strong sense of school community, a supportive environment
for the students, and an active group of volunteers. We have many programs here at DES
which would not be as effective, or even exist were it not for the efforts of our volunteers.
The Wee Deliver postal program, the Adopt a Salmon environmental education program,
Odyssey of the Mind, and Winter Sports all rely heavily on volunteers. In addition, Mrs.
Harris' Career Awareness program, and Mr. Zeller's project to build a nature tail behind the
school depended on volunteers for their success. Our school technology committee relies
on the expertise of community members. Thanks to their efforts, we are well along in the
process of establishing a cohesive technology plan—a plan which will allow us to make
the best use of our resources and provide the newest products available to our teachers
and students. This kind of collaborative effort is an invaluable educational resource.
It is important for any school to continually look at Its educational program and evaluate its
effectiveness. At DES we have been involved in that process all year. We began with a
primary curriculum team which looked at our results over the past three years on the third
grade state assessment (NHEIAP). The team highlighted specific areas of strengths and
weaknesses, and shared this with the faculty. They also looked at the new SAU curriculum
for grades 1-3, and made adjustments in our curriculum where needed. Based on the
team's findings, we are considering the option of purchasing a new comprehensive language
arts program for grades 1 -3.
This year we received our initial results on the sixth grade NHEIAP. DES students did very
well overall on this assessment as compared to the state averages, but there are areas for
improvement. An intermediate team was formed and followed a similar process to that of
the primary team. An important need at the intermediate level is new math textbooks. We
currently have a new series in grades 1-3, and we need to continue that series through
grade six. The rotation of students in grades 4-6 among teachers is working well, and both
teachers and parents see that as a strength.
Space continues to be a major need here at DES. This year, as you know, we combined
two third grades classes into one large class with two teachers. Our library/information
center space has shrunk to the point where it is barely functional. In addition, a conservative
projected enrollment puts us at 158 students next year, and 175 students by 1998. New
classroom space will allow us to regain our library, separate the large third grade into two
fourth grades, and continue to implement our successful departmentalized intermediate
program.
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Finding a balance between the needs of the school and what the town can afford is a
struggle in all New Hampshire communities. I believe that we are making careful and
effective use of the resources we have, and I hope that you will continue to support us in
this most important mission—educating our future citizens.
Mountain View l\/liddle School
Rose LaRochelle-Colby, Principal
James I. Doig & Michael A. Henderson, Associate Principals
Mountain View Middle School opened its doors to over 1100 students, of which 51 were
Dunbarton students in Grade 7 and 8, on September 4, 1 996. The new year brought many
changes and challenges to the administration, staff, and students. The Administrative Team
changed as Ms. Rose Colby, formerly an Assistant Principal, became the new Principal
and Mr. James Doig joined Mr. Michael Henderson as an Associate Principal. With the new
administrative leadership has come a renewed focus to improve the quality of learning for
all Mountain View Middle School students and to effectively communicate and celebrate
our students' achievements within the community.
Last year a design team of MVMS educators formulated an Alternative Education program
for implementation this school year. The program was set up to meet the extreme needs of
several students. Those students have achieved more success in this structured behavioral
program than in the regular classroom setting. Staffed by a special educator, a home/
school counselor, and an educational assistant, the program seeks to work with the student
and his/her family in the school and home settings. In addition to the alternative program,
the Special Needs Programming has been restructured to better utilize our personnel and
resources. We have a Classroom Based Services program, a Resource Room program, a
program for highly involved students, and a BRAVE program for behaviorally challenged
students with special needs. We are now more effectively meeting the needs of our Special
Education population. An additional result has been the creation of classroom settings with
an improvement in the quality of the learning environment for all students.
We have also had many celebrations this year. Ms. Lynne Ellis, eighth grade Social Studies/
Language Arts teacher on the 8C Team, has been named the "New Hampshire Teacher of
the Year." Pumpkinfest '96 was bigger and better than ever with approximately 1 200 people
attending the day-long festivities. GTV-40 has broadcast our concerts and some student
team presentations. We are also producing our own storytime show for broadcast where
students are reading stories which they have written and submitted for the show. Our
eighth grade students are selling candy bars in anticipation of their Washington, DC trip in
April. Earth Shuttle, the ultimate field trip, offers experiential learning to students in the
sixth and seventh grade. Students prepare for their trip to the theme parks of Orlando,
Florida by completing study packets of the learning strand for which the trip is designed.
The technology and environmental studies stands have been chosen for the five sites they
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will visit in April.
The Fall Festival, a fourth grade chorus performance, was a new addition to the performance
line-up this year. It was taped and broadcast over GTV-40. The Winter Concert, also
broadcast over GTV-40, was an ovenA/helming success.
The sixth grade Artist-in-Residence Program will center on a Medieval Celebration. The
artists, working with the students while in residence at Mountain View Middle School, will
design and construct stained glass work.
Mountain View Partnership continues to grow and flourish with parents and staff supporting
the many activities and fund-raisers. The Magazine Drive, for example, resulted in
approximately $14,000 in profit this year to support programs benefiting students. The
grade-level parent roundtables held once per quarter, have been very well attended and
continue to provide a healthy dialog between school and our community.
This year we have embarked on a Middle Level Curriculum project for Grades 4, 5, and 6 in
Goffstown, Dunbarton, and New Boston. The committee has been working to develop a
Social Studies, Science, Math, and Language Arts Curriculum that will align what is being
taught with what is being assessed. We will examine the results of the Grade 3 and the
Grade 6 tests, administered last spring, from the NH Educational Improvement and
Assessment Program so that the curriculum is aligned closely to the NH Curriculum
Frameworks on which the test is designed.
We strive for educational excellence and try to provide an environment where our students
develop positive self-esteem and grow to better understand the complexities of their world.
We wish to thank the community of Dunbarton for their support of the educational mission
of Mountain View Middle School.
Goffstown Area High School
Chris Mosca, Principal
I am proud to submit my first Town Report as principal of Goffstown Area High School.
There is no doubt we have the talent, energy and commitment in our school and community
to ensure a positive educational experience for all our students.
We have set very clear goals this year and are committed to achieving them. Specifically,
we have addressed improving school climate through consistent enforcement of all school
rules, completing our self-study for the New England Association of Schools and Colleges,
and implementing a School to Career initiative to more meaningfully connect academic
learning with the world of work.
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In March, we will host the visiting teann from NEASC and a final report on the status of the
accreditation will be issued in September. We look forward to using the information from
this report as a vehicle to affect general improvement in school climate, facilities, curriculum
and assessment.
In the School to Career effort we have received a three year grant from the State of NH
for approximately $240,000. We have also hired Mr. Cal Frost, a former executive with
the NYNEX Corporation, to coordinate our STC activities. In the coming months, we
expect to strengthen our partnership with the regional business community and post-
secondary institutions to provide students increased opportunities for job shadowing
experiences, apprenticeships, applied learning, problem solving and comprehensive
information relative to career choices.
Academically, our school budget was designed to provide more rigor in our curriculum by
adding Advanced Placement courses for the 1 997-98 school year. As of this writing, we
expect to add Advanced Placement courses in English, biology, chemistry, calculus and
U.S. History. This program of study will prepare students to take national AP exams to
earn college credit.
In addition to our AP initiative, we have also begun the process of analyzing the results of
the grade 10 state assessment program to more properly align our existing curriculum
with the state curriculum frameworks. This will be an ongoing project which will help
ensure that our students attain success on these tests.
In closing, I would like to state that I am continually impressed by the enthusiasm and
school spirit of our students. They are involved in a wide variety of activities including
musical productions, theatrical performances, athletic contests, political forums, community
service projects and school wide activities. Additionally, we have also established a
Parent's Group which meets monthly so that our parents, teachers and administrators
can work more cooperatively to address the needs of our young people. It is clear we are
moving in the direction of high academic expectations and creating a positive climate for
all our students. Your continued support is greatly appreciated.
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SCHOOL HEALTH REPORT 1995-96
The school year began with an immunization audit of all new students. Notices went out
to parents reminding them that a second MMR (measles, mumps, and rubella) was required
before a student entered 7th grade. I conducted a free MMR immunization clinic in February
which 1 8 students took advantage of. Annual student screenings were done which included
height, weight, vision and hearing on all students plus blood pressure and pulse on 4th,
5th, and 6th grade students. Scoliosis screenings (cun/ature of the spine) was completed
for the 5th and 6th graders. Students not passing any screenings were referred for further
evaluation. Pediculosis (head lice) checks were done periodically throughout the year.
One outbreak was brought under control.
The School Dental Health Program was held in October. This program was offered to all
residents of Dunbarton, ages 3 through 6th grade. This year 20 children participated. The
program was sponsored by the Dunbarton PTO and offered dental cleaning and fluoride
application at a very reasonable cost. Special thanks to Joyce Prowse, dental hygienist,
and Elaine Ouellet, PTO coordinator. Unfortunately, this program is not able to be offered
for the 96-97 school year as the hygienist is unavailable.
Health Education lessons were taught at varying grade levels on illness prevention and
handwashing, nutrition, cardiac health, asthma, and dental health. Our art teacher, Michelle
Robitaille, and myself coordinated the students' entries into the statewide Dental Health
Poster Contest. We had a total of 7 winners on both the state and local level. The DARE
program was presented to the 6th grade by Trooper Syms of the NH State Police. Our
school also participated in the state program "Buckle Up NH" with films and poster creating.
Seven staff members were certified in CPR in cooperation with Allison Swindlehurst and
Sheree Westerlund of the Dunbarton Rescue Squad.
Once again my office has been very busy with over 3700 visits and another 2000 visits for
medication. The office was open for a total of 22 hours per week. I served the school on
both the Crisis Team and the Safety Committee.
First grade registration was held in June with an informational meeting for parents. Parents
of any child who will be six years old by September 30th 1 997, should call the school to be
sure he/she is included on our list of incoming students.
It is my pleasure to be serving as your school nurse.
Ellen P. Warecki RN BSN
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SCHOOL VOLUNTEER PROGRAM ANNUAL REPORT
During the 1995-96 school year 221 new and veteran volunteers gave a total of 6,282.5
hours to Dunbarton's school children. The spirit of caring and enthusiasm is what brought
Dunbartons School Volunteer Program a twenty-third successful year. We are extremely
fortunate to have the extraordinary volunteers who give in such a selfless manner to our
school.
This will be the 10th consecutive year we will be honored to receive the Blue Ribbon
School Achievement Award. This award is achieved by recognizing the work between
school and community in maintaining and shaping an excellent volunteer program.
Our volunteers are so deserving of more thanks than we could possibly express. With
their support the children of this community have been enriched by the programs possible
through their dedication.
We are more than happy to talk to anyone who is interested in volunteering in any way.
We encourage you to call us to inquire or stop by the school office. There is no contribution
too small; we all have something to donate to our children's betterment.
We thank you for all you have accomplished and look fonward eagerly to the future. Keep
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1996 DUNBARTON SPECIAL EDUCATION TASK
FORCE ANNUAL REPORT
The Special Education Task Force was formed in May 1 995 by the Dunbarton School Board to
examine ways to address the special education budget issues raised by the town. The Task
Force is composed of parents of special needs students, a therapist, school administrators,
and a representative from the School Board. This year the team has met bimonthly at the
Dunbarton Elementary School.
The Task Force established short and long-term goals that would direct our efforts to help the
town with special education issues. Our short-term goal was to look at ways to reduce and (or)
enhance the tax burden. Our long-term goal was to involve the team in educational outreach
to better inform the residents of Dunbarton on the special education process.
Alternative funding, such as State and Federal reimbursement programs, are applied for annually
by the school district. This year the School Board asked for our help in appealing to the State
Legislators and Congress to re-examine the process by which special education funding is
allocated to towns and ask for the financial support originally included in the education laws
established in 1 975. The Task Force recognizes that towns throughout the State are mandated
to provide an appropriate education to all students and school district costs have escalated.
The Partnership in Education program, initiated by the Task Force last year, continues with St.
Anselm College in Manchester, N.H. Students from St. Anselm spent time weekly helping in
the Dunbarton Elementary School. They successfullyworked as aides to the classroom teachers
and helped all students in those classrooms. The Partnership in Education is designed to be
a yearly program with St. Anselm, as well as other colleges in the area. Services to Dunbarton
students were increased without increasing the school budget.
To help with expensive equipment in the budget, an "Adopt-it" program was recommended to
the school board last year and is still in place. This program offers a mechanism by which a
business or individual can make a tax-deductible contribution toward the purchase ofa special
piece of equipment for a student with special needs or towards the extra transportation costs
for a bus with a lift. Any contributions would be publicly recognized with a plaque attached to
the equipment. Memorial contributions are accepted.
A "Good News" report from the principal of DES at the monthly School Board meetings was
recommended by the Task Force as a way for news relating to all students to be passed on to
taxpayers. This was accepted by the School Board and is now part of the monthly notes.
To achieve the educational outreach goal this year, the Task Force decided to direct their
efforts educating the taxpayers on some of the benefits special education had for students
over the last 15 years. Wit the permission of Dunbarton parents of children in high school,
grade school, and preschool, the Task Force plans to publish in the Bow Times "success
stories" written by these parents describing how special education benefited their child. As it
may be difficult for taxpayers not familiar with the learning needs of children with disabilities to
understand why so much effort is made, these stories will offer insight into the cost effectiveness
of those efforts. The more help children with special needs receive earty in their lives, the less
effort the schools have to make and the more independent the children become, translating
into lower costs for schools and communities.
We welcome any resident of Dunbarton to become a member of the Task Force and all meetings
are open to everyone. The Task Force has made an effort to start an open discussion on
special education and how it affects the school budget for the taxpayers of Dunbarton. We
look foHA/ard to continuing our mission with your help.
Respectfully submitted.
Task Force Members
Debra Foster, Co-Chair Susan Lurgio, Co-Chair
Gloria Avery Barbara Weeks
Mary Star\/ish Carolann Wais
School Board Member
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LONG RANGE PLANNING COMMITTEE REPORT
March 1997
The Long Range Planning Committee has made several recommendations to the School
Board during the 1 996 school year. The committee feels that there are some major issues
that need to be resolved by the town before any further work by this committee would be
fruitful. They are to continue working towards a solution to the immediate and future
space needs challenges, continue to look at all options for our middle and high school
students, including, but not limited to, a Cooperative school agreement within SAU #19,
and to receive input from the community as to whether or not public Kindergarten is a
viable option for our town at this time. We strongly encourage all of the residents of
Dunbarton to become informed of these issues, and voice your opinions to the School
Board.
This committee recommended on December 3, 1 996 that since it had met its charges from
the School Board, this group would be on hiatus until the School Board has a specific




Long Range Planning Committee
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BUILDING COMMITTEE REPORT
February 4, 1997
The Building Committee was formed in December 1 996 for the purpose of carrying forward
the efforts of the Space Needs Committee last year. The Space Needs Committee clearly
identified the need for additional space and, through the CMK Architectural firm, determined
the most appropriate solution was to renovate the existing classroom areas and construct
a four classroom addition on the west end of the building. The Building Committee was
charged with exploring possible means and methods of achieving this solution and
recommending the most economical and practical building/renovation program considered
acceptable to the community.
Despite the urgent need for additional space, it became clear that there was not enough
time for the Committee to adequately examine all of the various options and present a
viable program at the school district meeting in March 1997. The Committee decided to
use the upcoming year to develop a well thought out program with the goal of providing
additional space for September 1998.
The Committee is presently exploring the concept of renovating the existing building and
constructing a four classroom addition with only two of the four rooms to be finished at this
time. Renovations in the existing building will likely mean the loss of one classroom in
order to create a media/technology center. Completing two classrooms in the addition will
result in a net gain of one classroom. Renovations would also include a corridor to the
new addition, enclosing each classroom with walls and doors, providing new windows,
and renovating or upgrading HVAC and electrical systems as needed. The proposed
addition would be framed for four classrooms with two classrooms left in the rough "shell"
to be finished in future years as the need arises. The addition would also include storage
areas, handicap accessible toilets, and a corridor to the north for a possible future addition.
Cost of construction, methods of funding, and alternative construction delivery systems
will be thoroughly investigated. The availability of a considerable volunteer force is
recognized and will be incorporated into the program. The Committee will be actively
seeking commitments for community involvement in the form of skilled and unskilled labor,
services, materials, and equipment for various phases of the project. Residents are also
encourage to participate in the planning process by attending committee meetings or
contacting committee members.
At this time the Committee recommends to the School Board that a sum of $85,000 be
appropriated at the district meeting in March 1 997 and placed in an interest bearing capital
improvement account for the purpose of reducing anticipated future expenses relating to a
building/renovation program. It is the intent of this Committee that these funds remain
untouched and unencumbered until directed otherwise by a majority of voters at the next
school district meeting. The Committee also recommends that a sum of $15,000 be
appropriated at the district meeting in March 1 997 for the purpose of engaging the services
of design professionals and/or a design-build contractor to assist the Committee in design
development and preparation of plans, specifications and cost estimates of the building/
renovation program to be determined by the Committee.
Respectfully submitted.
The Building Committee
Dan Dal Pra, Co-Chair Diana Jenkins Mary Starvish
Jeff Trexler, Co-Chair Steve Jones Ken Swayze
Jim Bartlett Mike Lessard John Swindlehurst III
John Herlihy Betty Ann Noyes
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REPORT OF COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
STUDY COMMITTEE
The Towns of Dunbarton, Goffstown and New Boston voted in the affirmative to establish
a Cooperative School District Study Committee at their respective school disthct meetings
during March 1996.
The committee members were appointed by the individual town moderators and began
meeting in earnest August 1996. The members of the committee are:
Dunbarton Goffstown New Boston
Kenneth L. Swayze, Jr. Randy Benthien, Co-Chair Ralph Holmes
Dan Gravas, Co-Chair Paul O'Reilly Brian Irwin
Betsy Williams Ellen Vermokowitz Steve Ruddock
Each committee member received, and has been reviewing, all the articles of agreement
that have been accepted during the past twenty or so years. Meetings have also been
held with the Interim Superintendent of Schools discussing the RSAs (State Laws) governing
cooperative school districts and what are the pros and cons. A major concern is what
does it do for any individual town fiscally and educationally? Also, what are the
configurations that might be considered?
Ms. Pat Busselle of the State Department of Education spent one meeting outlining the
new laws recently passed on the topic. She also announced that legislation is being
introduced to reduce substantially the state's buyout reimbursement to newly formed
cooperative school districts. This study committee will be the last cooperative study group
that will be eligible for the buyout, should the recommendation be to establish this type of
district by July 1998.
A meeting also has been held with an attorney, who has recently been the advisor for a
newly approved Cooperative School District (Exeter) with a state buyout agreement and
building project.
The committee will continue the information gathering process during 1997 to determine
the fiscal impact and the efficiencies in the Educational Delivery System to be realized.
This group has set a completion goal of Spring 1998, which is one year shorter than
allowed by New Hampshire statutes.
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Plodzik & Sanderson
Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street Concord, New Hampshire 03301-5063 (603) 225-6996 FAX 224-1380
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S COMMUNICATION OF
REPORTABLE CONDITIONS AND OTHER MATTERS
To the Members of the School Board
Dunbarton School District
Dunbarton, New Hannpshire
In planning and performing our audit of the Dunbarton School District for the year ended
June 30, 1996, we considered the School District's internal control structure In order to
determine the scope of our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion
on the general purpose financial statements. Our review of these systems was not in-
tended to provide assurance on the Internal control structure and should not be relied on
for that purpose.
Under the standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants,
reportable conditions involve matters coming to our attention relating to significant defi-
ciencies In the design or operation of the internal control structure that, In our judgment,
could adversely affect the School District's ability to record, process, summarize, and re-
port financial data consistent with the assertions of management in the general purpose
financial statements. A material weakness is a reportable condition in which the design or
operation of one or more of the internal control structure elements does not reduce to a
relatively low level the risk that errors or irregularities, in amounts that would be material in
relation to the financial statements being audited, may occur and not be detected within a
timely period by employees In the normal course of performing their assigned functions.
Our consideration of the Internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all mat-
ters in the Internal control structure that might constitute reportable conditions and, ac-
cordingly, would not necessarily disclose all reportable conditions that are also considered
to be material weaknesses as defined above.
During the course of our review, the following conditions were noted that were considered
to be a material weaknesses as defined above:
GENERAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM (Repeat Comment)
In general, internal controls are the measures used by an organization to:
Safeguard Its resources from fraud and waste
Assure accuracy and reliability of the accounting and operating data
Encourage compliance with policies
Promote efficiency of operations
During the course of our audit, we again noted the following conditions, which could affect
the internal financial reports prepared throughout the year.
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1
.
General ledger accounts were not reconciled on a monthly basis. Auditors spent ad-
ditional time assisting the bookkeeper in reconciling general ledger accounts. All pro-
prietary accounts should be reconciled on a routine basis in order to assure the accu-
racy and reliability of the various account balances.
2. A duplication of efforts was noted in that one School District's bookkeeper prepares
the payroll and vendor disbursements for the General Fund, and another bookkeeper
prepares the payroll and vendor disbursements for the Federal Projects Fund.
3. There was turnover in one of the bookkeeper positions during the year.
As noted in prior years, based on observations made during the course of our audit field-
work and discussions with personnel, we feel that opportunities for continued improve-
ments and greater utilization of software capabilities are present to improve the perfor-
mance of the system and to prevent the deterioration of accomplishments achieved. Without
adequate procedures for monitoring the overall performance of the system, it is possible
that deterioration may occur which could result in the School District's inability to detect
errors and irregularities on a timely basis. While our review of systems for audit purposes
is limited and there may be other factors which need to be considered, it appeared that the
efficiency of the accounting system was still lacking in some respects. This could be the
result of many factors, including increased workloads, changeover in personnel, changing
requirements, the need for further training, and inadequate procedures.
The School Administrative Unit has contracted with our firm in a separate engagement to
assist the School Administrative Unit in addressing these issues by providing accounting
expertise, oversight and training as needed to assess the present system, to design new
procedures where needed, to provide training for employees and to monitor the account-
ing system until the transition is complete. We refer to that study and evaluation for further
comments, procedures and recommendations.
FOOD SERVICE FUND (Repeat Comment)
As noted in the prior year, our examination of the Food Service Fund again noted that the
school cafeteria/kitchen is available for use without charge to community non-profit orga-
nizations. Management has noted that small equipment and utensils have disappeared,
breakage of equipment, and use of propane and dishwasher supplies have occurred. The
cost of repair and replacement comes directly out of the Food Service Fund budget.
When facilities are used by the school and community groups for food service, one or
more of the school lunch workers should be on duty in order to insure proper use and care
of equipment and facilities. Any damages or replacement of equipment or utensils should
then be incurred by the community group or the School District and not by the Food Ser-
vice Fund.
SCHOOL PRINCIPALS ACCOUNT
During our examination of the School District's records, a "principal's account" was dis
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covered which has never been audited in the past. Upon review of this account, which
was maintained by the school principal, the following conditions were noted:
The account was not reconciled to the bank balance on a monthly basis.
Two instances were noted where checks were made payable to CASH.
Several instances were noted where supporting documentation was not maintained for
disbursements made.
In order to assist the District in correcting the above mentioned problems, we recommend
the following:
The account should be reconciled to the bank balance on a monthly basis. Any discrepan-
cies between the two should then be investigated and resolved.
Under no circumstances should any checks be written out to CASH. All disbursement
checks should be made payable to an individual or vendor only after receiving supporting
documentation for the disbursement.
Proper supporting documentation for all disbursements should be obtained and kept on
file before being made. In order to avoid duplicate payments, these invoices should also
be approved by the school principal and cancelled with the appropriate date, check num-
ber, and amount paid on the invoice.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of management and others within
the administration. This restriction is not intended to limit distribution of this report, which
is a matter of public record.
August 28, 1996 Plodzik & Sanderson
Professional Association
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Plodzik & Sanderson
Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street Concord, New Hampshire 03301 -5063 (603)225-6996 FAX 224-1380
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of the School Board
Dunbarton School District
Dunbarton, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general-purpose financial statements of Dunbarton
School District as of and for the year ended June 30, 1 996. These general-purpose finan-
cial statements are the responsibility of the School District's management. Our responsi-
bility is to express an opinion on these general-purpose financial statements based on our
audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the general-purpose financial statements are free of material misstate-
ment. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the general-purpose financial statements. An audit also includes assessing
the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well
as evaluating the overall general-purpose financial statement presentation. We believe
that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general-purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general
fixed assets account group which should be included in order to conform with generally
accepted accounting principles. As is the case with most municipal entities in the State of
New Hampshire, the Dunbarton School District has not maintained historical cost records
of its fixed assets. The amount that should be recorded in the general fixed assets ac-
count group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described
in the preceding paragraph, the general-purpose financial statements referred to above
present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of Dunbarton School District,
as of June 30, 1996, for the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted ac-
counting procedures.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general-purpose finan-
cial statements taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements
listed in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and not a
required part of the general-purpose financial statements of Dunbarton School District.
Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the
general-purpose financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material
respects in relation to the general-purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
August 28, 1996 Plodzik & Sanderson
Professional Association
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Mr. James A. Sojka, CPA
Plodzik & Sanderson
193 North Main Street
Concord, NH 03301
Re: Audit Report Ending June 30, 1996
Dear Mr. Sojka:
Your audit, as an independent source, has given the Dunbarton School District Board an
informative instrument to evaluate the overall soundness of the District's financial prac-
tices and procedures.
The Board has noticed a significant improvement in the financial reporting and support
received from the School Administrative Unit's accounting section. Some conditions were
noted during the course of your review as areas of procedural weaknesses for which the
following actions are presented to hopefully alleviate the deficiencies.
GENERAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM (Repeat Comment)
Excellent financial practices require all general ledger accounts be reconciled on a monthly
basis. A strong effort is being made to insure the financial reports provided by the District's
Treasurer and all supporting documentation obtained from the School Administrative Unit's
accounting system are reconciled monthly. This is an ongoing process and will be evalu-
ated throughout the fiscal year.
The Staff Accountant is responsible for processing all vendor and payroll accounts for the
Dunbarton, Goffstown and New Boston School Districts as well as the School Administra-
tive Unit. The Finance Supervisor prepares the vendor and payroll accounts for the Food
Service and Federal Programs for all school districts and the SAU. The workload in-
volved in supporting all areas concerned required the separation of functions and fund
accounts. The task volume necessitated a realignment of functions to improve the overall
efficiency of the Accounting Section to insure sound accounting practices are evident.
FOOD SERVICE FUND (Repeat Comment)
The Dunbarton school cafeteria/kitchen is considered a community center by the citizenry
of the Town of Dunbarton and therefore used extensively for community functions.
Two new training sessions have been conducted by the Food Service Supervisor to train
members of various groups who use the facility on a routine basis on how the kitchen
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operates, what is available for their usage and how to operate the equipment. USDA
donated foods or supplies purchased with school funds are stored in an area not acces-
sible by the general public. The Town Selectmen are including a line item in the Town's
budget to cover loss items in the school kitchen. According to policy, all damage(s) in-
curred by the school kitchen as a result of usage by a community group, the group will be
responsible for the cost of repair or replacement of the damage(s) . An equipment and
facilities inventory will be conducted the following day after community usage to ascertain
if any equipment is missing or if damage was done to the kitchen facilities.
SCHOOL PRINCIPALS ACCOUNT
In conjunction with the comprehensive evaluation of the activity funds in the other Dis-
tricts, the Accounting Section will evaluate and develop procedures for the Dunbarton
School District Principal's Account. Better controls and policies will be instituted to insure
monthly reconciliation are performed and disbursements of checks will be to vendors and
individuals only after receiving verifiable documentation. At no instance will a check be
made out to CASH.
Reconciliation statements will be forwarded to the SAU finance section monthly and peri-
odic inspections will be performed by the Accounting Section throughout the fiscal year to
insure sound fiscal practices are observed.
Your evaluation and inputs for improvement of the District's financial position is recog-
nized and appreciated. With changes made in those areas you outlined in your report, the
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REPORT FROM THE SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
FISCAL YEAR JULY 1, 1995 TO JUNE 30, 1996
Cash on Hand July 1 , 1995 $ 28,886.58
RECEIPTS
Current Appropriation 1 ,907,000.00
Revenue Appropriation 40,946.12
Received from Other Sources 8,567.85
TOTAL RECEIPTS 1,956,513.97
Total Available for Fiscal Year 1 ,985,400.55
Less School Board Paid 1 ,876,534.94




DEBT SERVICE SCHEDULE INFORMATION
During the fiscal year July 1 , 1 995 to June 30, 1 996, two bond payments were made
on the New Hampshire Municipal Bank bond. On July 6, 1995 payment number 13 in the
amount of $98,767.50 was made. Payment number 14 in the amount of $31 ,476.25 was
made on November 1, 1995. In Fiscal Year July 1, 1996 to June 30, 1997, payment
number 15 for $96,476.25 was made on July 2, 1996, and payment number 16 for
$29,185.00 was made on December 5, 1996. This bond will be completed with payment
number 40 in the amount of $67,551 .25 on July 1 5, 2008.
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SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #19
Apportionment of Assessment
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DUMBARTON SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
Election of Officers
1997
THE STATE OF NEW HAIVIPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Dunbarton qualified to vote
in District affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE DUNBARTON
COMMUNITY CENTER IN DUNBARTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN SAID
DISTRICT ON TUESDAY THE ELEVENTH DAY OF MARCH, 1997, AT
EIGHT O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING TO CAST BALLOTS FROM THAT
HOUR OF SAID DAY UNTILAT LEAST SEVEN O'CLOCK IN THE EVENING
FOR THE FOLLOWING OFFICERS:
1
.
To choose one member of the School Board for the ensuing three years.
2. To choose one member of the School Board for the ensuing two years.
3. To choose one member of the School Board for the ensuing one year.
4. To choose an Auditor for the ensuing one year.
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DUMBARTON SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
1997
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Dunbarton qualified to vote
in District affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE DUNBARTON
COMMUNITY CENTER AT DUNBARTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN SAID
DISTRICT ON SATURDAY THE EIGHTH DAY OF MARCH, 1 997, AT TWO




To deternnine and appoint the salaries of the School Board and Truant Officer
and fix the compensation of any other officer or agent of the District, or to take any other
action in relation thereto.
2. To hear the reports ofAgents, Auditors, Committees or Officers of the District,
or to take any other action in relation thereto.
3. To see if the District will vote to affirm and be bound by the financial provisions
of a two-year collective bargaining agreement entered into between the Dunbarton
Education Association and the Dunbarton School Board covering the years 1996-97 and
1 997-98 wherein there is no cost for 1 996-97, the first year of the contract, and the estimated
cost for 1997-98, the second year of the contact is TWENTY-TWO THOUSAND SEVEN
HUNDRED SIXTY-SEVEN DOLLARS ($22,767.00) to cover salaries and benefits; and to
raise and appropriate the sum ofTWENTY-TWO THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SIXTY-
SEVEN DOLLARS ($22,767.00 ) for the purpose of funding only the 1 997-98 year of said
collective bargaining agreement; or take any other action in relation thereto. (School
Board recommends this article.)
4. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of FIFTEEN
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($15,000.00) for the purpose of engaging the services of design
professionals and/or a design-build contractor to assist the Building Committee in design
development and preparation of plans, specifications and cost estimates of the building/
renovation program, and assessing existing HV and electrical systems for potential
renovations and/or repair for Dunbarton Elementary School. It is intended that this
information will be part of a presentation and proposal for additions and/or renovations to
the Dunbarton Elementary School building. This presentation from the Building Committee
will be made at the next annual school district meeting, or to take any other action in
relation thereto. (School Board recommends this article.)
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5. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of EIGHTY-
FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($85,000.00) to be added to the school district Capital
Reserve Fund established in 1991. This EIGHTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS
($85,000.00) is intended for a future proposal from the Building Committee which will be
brought to the voters at the next annual school district meeting, or to take any other action
in relation thereto. (School Board recommends this article.)
6. To see if the District will vote to withdraw not to exceed THIRTY THOUSAND
DOLLARS ($30,000.00) from the Capital Reserve Fund established in 1991 for the purpose
of capital improvements, and appropriate said sum for the purpose of removal and
replacement of the buried fuel tank at Dunbarton Elementary School, or for the removal of
the buried fuel tank and changing the fuel source, or to pursue a waiver from the New
Hampshire Department of Environmental Services regarding the status of the buried fuel
tank; and designate the School Board as the agents to expend said sum; or to take any
other action in relation thereto. (School Board recommends this article.)
7. To see if the District will vote to withdraw not to exceed SIXTEEN THOUSAND
DOLLARS ($16,000.00) from the Capital Reserve Fund established in 1991 for the purpose
of capital improvements, and appropriate said sum for the purpose of repair of the Dunbarton
Elementary School community center roof and a section of the Dunbarton Elementary
School roof and only expend it if absolutely necessary based on technical review; and
designate the School Board as agents to expend said sum, or to take any other action in
relation thereto. (School Board recommends this article.)
8. To see if the District will vote to eliminate the School District position of Auditor
effective beginning in the 1 998-99 year, or take any other action in relation thereto. (School
Board recommends this article.)
9. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate for
the support of schools, for the payment of salaries for school district officials and agents,
and for the payment of statutory and contractual obligations of the District, or to take any
other action in relation thereto.
1 0. To transact any other business that may come before said meeting.
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95-96 95-96 96-97 97-98
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DUMBARTON PROPOSED BUDGET
BUDGET EXPENDED BUDGET PROPOSED
95-96 95-96 96-97 97-98
FUNCTION/OBJECT
2140 PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
331 ConsultServ $1,200 $1,915 $1,200 $1,200
2150 SPEECH PATHOLOGY
110 Salary
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DUMBARTON PROPOSED BUDGET
BUDGET EXPENDED BUDGET PROPOSED
95-96 95-96 96-97 97-98
FUNCTION/OBJECT
2321 SAU SERVICES
351 Assess $70,857 $70,857 $71,224 $78,649
2410 PRINCIPALVOFFICE EXPENSES
110 Principal Sal.
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BUDGET EXPENDED BUDGET PROPOSED
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Dunbarton as we know it today was first granted by the General Court of Massachusetts in 1 733, as
Narragansett No 6 It was re-granted in 1735 to soldiers who fought in the French and Indian War
under Capt John Gorham (not Samuel Gorham of Plymouth, England) but that grant was
relinquished In 1748 a group headed by Archibald Stark petitioned the Masonian Proprietors in
Portsmouth for a grant of land and received permission to have this territory surveyed and laid out
into lots and ranges; it was called Starkstown. Permanent settlement did not commence until 1752
This Township was Incorporated on August 10, 1765 by then Governor Benning Wentworth and
named Dunbarton after Dumbarton Scotland where many of the original settlers originated.
Dunbarton is located in Merrimack County, bounded by Goffstown to the south, Weare to the west,
Hopkinton to the north. Bow and Hooksett to the east.
From 1765 until 1822 when the town of Hooksett was incorporated, the bounds of Dunbarton went
to the Merrimack River
Dunbarton has: Five ponds, all with public access:
Gorham Pond, 102.6 acres
Kimball Pond, 37 2 acres
Long Pond, 32 1 acres
Purgatory Pond, 18 6 acres
Stark Pond, 10 8 acres
Three town cemeteries (Center, Pages Comer, East)
and one private cemetery (Stark).
67 Miles of road
19,560 acres or 31 4 square miles which include:
196 acres of conservation property
275 acres of conservation easement
925 acres of Kuncanowet properties
482 (approximate) acres of town forest
and 1 187+ acres of federal land
Population of approximately 1 800
The elevation above sea level for the Town Hall is 830', the top of Mills Hill (the highest point) 925',
the Bow-Dunbarton line on Route #13 (the lowest point) 350'
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